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O

ver the centuries, the most innovative scientists have often
challenged mainstream thinking by redefining our scientific
understanding of nature. They recognise that science is not a
static thing. It is moving, alive and always changing.
It has also often been true that authorities unite against the best and
brightest scientific thinkers. This opposition to innovative thinking is
really a symptom of something deeper. Authorities don’t like change.
Their greatest fear is the freedom of thought which it represents. If
scientists stay true to their own logic it frustrates the grey people of the
establishment who see no need for change.
The most innovative thinkers often find themselves labelled as rebels
who are too dynamic and individualistic, something to be feared.
Although deviation from convention is required to advance scientific
understanding this is sometimes discouraged by society and peer
pressure. Since the most innovative scientific discoveries often
challenge mainstream thinking these pioneers are routinely sidelined,
even by other scientists.

The earliest science innovators
Socrates was a classical Greek philosopher credited as one of the
founders of scientific method. He is one of the most well-known
science innovators. Socrates developed this new scientific method to
challenge the superstitious beliefs that had reigned for millennia,
although his search for truth would eventually result in his death.
Socrates was born in Athens to a midwife and a stonemason around
469 BCE. He grew up in a society that was undergoing a tremendous
transformation. At the time, the Greeks believed that gods, demigods
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and spirits were all around influencing people’s lives. Most Athenians
believed that they could sacrifice offerings to the gods to change their
own destiny.
As a teenager Socrates listened to new theories brought in by the
traders. He encountered new ideas from the eastern Mediterranean
that gave a very different explanation of the formation of the cosmos.
A few people were daring to question the religious convention. What
the Greeks viewed as mysterious and unknowable they viewed as
rational and explainable. All this prompted many young Greeks,
including Socrates, to ask hugely ambitious questions like: what is the
cosmos made of, what is matter, how do we perceive matter and where
has the world come from? Their use of reason was an approach that
opened up new ways of looking at the world.
The power of the mind could be used to explain the world around
them. All this new thought attracted new thinkers and the city became
a magnet for innovation. All this was eagerly taken up by the young
Socrates.
Socrates’s method was based on debate and he questioned
everything. He was an expert in making other people know things by
pretending he knew nothing. Because it was in an oral context he
could use the pretence of being the fool, an ignorant man. He was able
to use this tool to ask other people to explain seemingly simple
questions, breaking down problems into little pieces to analyse each
one separately, until he finally grouped them back together into a
more general concept. Socrates was able to use this technique to make
people aware that some of the facts they considered true were not
true. In practice they didn’t know what they thought they did. The
method was to influence scientific thought for millennia to come.
He was the wisest of men because he knew the limits of his own
knowledge. But he also exposed the limitations of the ruling elite who
claimed to be knowledgeable. The authorities didn’t like how Socrates
was encouraging the young to think for themselves. Socrates’s ideas
were tolerated for many years but then, in 431 BCE a new war broke
out and Athens was seized. With the population contained within the
city walls a disease spread and it is believed that a least one third of the
population was wiped out. With the authorities looking for someone
to blame it was proposed that it was Socrates who had angered the
gods. Socrates became a perfect scapegoat.
Plato was Socrates’s most famous student and he described how, in
399 BCE the philosopher Socrates was accused of “refusing to
recognise the gods recognised by the state” and of “corrupting the
youth”. His three Athenian accusers were allowed to present their case
and then the philosopher defended himself. After hearing the
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arguments of both Socrates and his accusers, the jury found Socrates
guilty and he was sentenced to death. He was required to be his own
executioner by drinking a cup of hemlock. Plato later described the
scene through the narrative voice of the fictional character Phaedo as
he accepted the sentence of death.
“‘I understand’, he said, ‘we can and must pray to the gods that our
sojourn on Earth will continue happy beyond the grave. This is my
prayer, and may it come to pass.’ With these words, he stoically
drank the potion, quite readily and cheerfully. Up till this moment
most of us were able with some decency to hold back our tears, but
when we saw him drinking the poison to the last drop, we could
restrain ourselves no longer. In spite of myself, the tears came in
floods, so that I covered my face and wept - not for him, but at my
own misfortune at losing such a man as my friend.”
Throughout the coming millennia many scientific innovators would
often find they would also pay a high price for their dedication to
scientific discovery.

Galileo Galilei
Perhaps the most well-known scientific innovator was Galileo Galilei.
His maltreatment is often portrayed by scientific intellectuals as a
simple battle between science and religion but in reality the divisions
were much more deeply ingrained and complex. The so-called trial of
Galileo consisted of two separate trials punctuated by decades of
scientific conflict. The first trial in 1616 examined the concept of the
Copernican doctrine and scientific experts were called to give the
opinion of the scientific authorities. Their decision was based on what
would today be called the scientific content of the doctrine. The
experts declared the doctrine to be “foolish and absurd in
philosophy”. In more modern terms the mainstream scientific insiders
of the time declared it to be unscientific - a pseudoscience. Galileo was
forbidden by the court to teach the Copernican system as a truth,
although he was still allowed to teach it as a hypothesis.
The second trial from 1632 to 1633 was no longer concerned
whether the Copernican system was true of not – that had already
been decided by the first trial. The question was simply whether
Galileo had obeyed the order given to him in the first trial. The
opponents of Galileo criticised him for being devious for continuing
to teach an absurd concept.
It would seem obvious to everyone that seeming to agree with the
authorities by renouncing the Copernican system while still using
13
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every avenue to support it was the logical choice. The alternative of
openingly supporting the concept was not a viable proposition. Only
a few decades previously Giordano Bruno had been burned at the
stake for refusing to recant his own views about the world. We
consider these views obvious today. He believed that the stars might be
just like our own Sun, perhaps with planets and other people. This was
such an outrageous idea to the authorities that his tongue was cut out
before he was burnt at the stake.
Galileo narrowly avoided death but was sentenced to house arrest
and forbidden to publish anything. Having only just escaped with his
life Galileo continued to find ways around the ruling of the court.
While under house arrest he produced one of his finest works, Two
New Sciences1, outlining the principles of the two sciences now called
kinematics and strength of materials. Galileo was careful to add a note
in the preface that this work was not meant for publication but merely
a record of his research. The book was then smuggled out to be
published in Holland to avoid the censor.

The creation of the Earth
The Earth and its origin have intrigued people since ancient times.
The philosophers of antiquity attempted to understand and explain
natural phenomena based on the knowledge of their time, often
involving deities of some kind. These beliefs had become confirmed as
fact before the Christian era but with the coming of Christianity the
Biblical account of the creation became the dominant force in most of
Western Europe. They believed the Earth had been created just as it
was now. Many pre-Christian ideas where either ruthlessly stamped
out and denounced as pagan, or incorporated into Christian teaching,
particularly about ancient change in the landscape and Earth, since
much of the evidence was too obvious to be entirely disregarded. The
observations many people continued to present seemed to prove the
Earth had once suffered massive changes and this allowed many
philosophers to believe that nature was now in a complete state of rest.
The creation myth became so deeply rooted in all science subjects that
it spread its tentacles far and wide to provide a distortion of the true
nature of the world. Based on the accepted creation theories of the
Earth it seemed that the present surface of the Earth must remain
unaltered and would remain unaltered forever.
*
1
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In the late 17th century James Ussher was the Church of Ireland
Archbishop of Armagh and Primate of All Ireland. He was a scholar
who was highly skilled in languages, history and astronomy. His
medieval mind was dominated by the church and its teachings, so even
when he used logical scientific deduction it was applied in the context
of the Bible’s account, based on the assumption that the Bible was
true. Ussher used very precise calculations to find the date of the
creation of the Earth. After carefully calculating all the biblical births
and lifespans stated in the Bible he predicted that the precise date of
creation of the Earth was 22nd October 4004 BCE. The results of such
painstaking calculations impressed many and Bibles began to be
printed with the exact date of creation contained in the margin to
remind the faithful when the world began.
*
Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, a leading French naturalist,
mathematician, cosmologist, and encyclopedic author is one scientist
who challenged the widely held belief in an Earth that was created in
4004 BCE. His wide interests in the world were recounted in his
36-volume encyclopedia called the Theory of Nature, which were
published from 1749 to 1785. These publications made him one of the
most famous scientists of the time. His books became the popular
science bestsellers of the day, feeding a new public interest in the
scientific discoveries of the age.
The publication of his new scientific theories soon caused friction
with the religious authorities. After the publication of his theory about
the natural history of the Earth he received an official letter in January
1751 from The Faculty of Theology in Paris. These authorities
informed him that his works were “contrary to the creed of the
church” and requested he recant his unorthodox opinions. Once he
submitted this he was then required to publish his recantation in his
next work. Thus his next book begins with these words:
“I declare that I had no intention to contradict the text of Scripture;
that I believe most firmly all therein related about the creation, both
as to order of time and matter of fact; and I abandon everything in
my book respecting the foundation of the Earth, and, generally, all
which may be contrary to the narration of Moses.”1
Despite the introduction his readers were presented with a scientific
method of experiment and logic indicating that the Earth might be
very old, certainly a lot older than the 6,000 years allowed by the Bible.
1
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Buffon described how he had thought he might establish the age of
the Earth by a novel experiment. In 1741 he had heated a small and
large black metal ball to red heat in a blacksmith’s forge and then
timed how long they took to cool. If it was assumed that the world had
begun life as a red hot globe and had then gradually cooled it would
be possible to work out how old the Earth really was by simply timing
how long it took the different sized balls to cool down. The larger ball
retains heat for longer than the smaller one because of the scale effect.
A larger sphere double the size of a smaller one would have eight times
the mass but only four times the surface area. The larger sphere would
therefore retain the heat longer. Then using the difference in rate of
cooling between the small and large balls he extrapolated the data to
a much larger diameter Earth to calculate that the Earth was 74,832
years old. It was clearly a very different figure than suggested by the
Bible.
By the beginning of the 19th century scientific enlightenment began
to become more established throughout Europe. It began the belief in
liberty, equality, tolerance and the importance of education for all.
These views were most profoundly expressed in the French
Revolution in 1789 and this concept of freedom of thought continued
even after Napoleon announced that he would be crowned Emperor
of France. Paris started to attract many of the leading free thinkers of
the day. No other city was so deeply steeped in science. After the
French Revolution the role of the Catholic Church had diminished so
that thinking was allowed to become liberal and free. It attracted many
scholars because they were allowed to speculate without prejudice.
The whole city was buzzing with new ideas.
The Natural History Museum in Paris was expanded with new
collections that had been seized by Napoleon’s army. The Jardin des
Plantes housed plants that had been brought back from all over the
world. The Académie des Sciences was the centre of most scientific
enquiry. When Alexander Humboldt returned from his scientific
exploration of South America he delivered a series of lectures about
his explorations to packed audiences at the Académie des Sciences.
The chemist Louis Gay-Lussac was enthralling the whole of Paris with
daring balloon ascents above the city.
There seemed to be new and exciting theories everywhere. At the
Natural History Museum the naturalist Georges Cuvier and JeanBaptiste Lamarck introduced new and startling ideas about life itself.
Cuvier turned the controversial subject of extinctions into an accepted
scientific fact by examining fossil bones and concluding they didn’t
belong to existing animals. Lamarck developed a theory of gradual
transmutation of species, paving the way for evolutionary ideas to
16
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gradually take hold half a century later. The scientists in Paris pushed
the boundaries of scientific thought to its very limits.

No vestige of a beginning
James Hutton’s geological theory has become so famous that he is
often credited as “the father of modern geology”. However, that
epithet was given to him long after his death and the science
authorities of his day weren’t convinced he had anything new or
worthwhile to say about the Earth.
James Hutton was born in Edinburgh in June 1726. He was
interested in chemistry in his youth and chose to study medicine at
Edinburgh University since this seemed to be the closest subject to his
interest. He subsequently studied at the Sorbonne in Paris, and then
Leiden University in Holland, to obtain a doctorate for a thesis on
blood circulation.
Hutton never took up medicine. After a brief time as a farmer his
interest in chemistry allowed him to become a successful partner in a
small industrial factory involving the manufacture of sal ammoniac.
This enterprise was so successful that he abandoned farming
completely and returned to Edinburgh in 1768 as a gentleman of
leisure who devoted himself to scholarly pursuits. After joining the
Oyster Club he became close friends with men like Joseph Black the
chemist, John Playfair the mathematician, John Clerk the naval
tactician, Adam Smith the economist, Robert Adam the architect and
the philosophers Adam Ferguson and Dugald Stewart.
It seems that Hutton had become interested in geology during his
time as a farmer. He was particularly intrigued by the ditches that had
to be dug out each year to remove the soil that had washed into them.
He saw an interesting problem in this yearly chore. Where did the soil
come from each year? Could it be that the mountains were being
eroded down to provide this soil? However, if the mountains were
being slowly eroded then shouldn’t all land eventually become flat? It
was an interesting problem that Hutton decided to solve.
It seems that by the mid-1760s Hutton had developed most of his
basic theory about geology but had little thoughts about telling anyone
about it outside his close circle of friends. The historian Tony Hallam,
a Lapworth Professor of Geology, tells us he “evidently had to be
prodded by his friends into making his work public”.1 Hutton
eventually read a paper about his Theory of the Earth to the Royal
Society of Edinburgh in 1785. Three years later it was published in the
1
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Society’s Transactions with the title: Theory of the Earth; or an
investigation of the laws observable in the composition, dissolution, and
restoration of land upon the globe1.
Hutton’s concept was amazingly original in that he had solved the
problem of erosion of the mountains. He proposed that sediment was
laid down in the sea to form new land, then the buildup of heat in the
Earth’s interior had caused volcanoes to uplift the land to form new
mountains, until these new mountains were in turn worn down by
erosion. It was a continuous cycle of erosion, sedimentation and uplift
that must have existed for an immensely long time and would
continue to exist for an unknowably long time in the future. His
theory explained why there were marine fossils on land and why
volcanoes must exist. Our Earth wouldn’t have formed without them.
Hutton concluded his 1788 paper with his most famous sentence:
“The results, therefore, of our present enquiry is, that we find no
vestige of a beginning - no prospect of an end.”2
Today we know that this was a major revolution in geology but at the
time it seems to have been largely ignored, except for attacks by men
like DeLuc and Kirwan who seemed mainly upset that Hutton’s theory
of an immensely old Earth challenged the Biblical account of a young
Earth.
Seven years after delivering his talk, Hutton tried to clarify his
theory further by writing a three part book, Theory of the Earth3, with
the first part published in 1795.
Hutton first describes his views on the problems facing any new
theory.
“A theory which is founded on a new principle, a theory which has
to make its way in the public mind by overturning the opinions
commonly received by philosophising men, and one which has
nothing to recommend it but the truth of its principles... must meet
with the strongest of opposition from the prejudices of the learned,
and from the superstition of those who judge not for themselves in
forming their notions, but look up to men of science for their
authority...
In order, then, to obtain the approbation of the public, it may not be
enough to give a theory that should be true, or altogether
unexceptionable; it may be necessary to defend every point that
should be thought exceptionable by other theorists, and to shew the
1
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fallacy of every learned objection that may be made against it. It is
thus, in general, that truth and error are forced to struggle
together, in the progress of science; and it is only in proportion as
science removes erroneous conceptions, which are necessarily in the
constitution of human knowledge, that truth will find itself
established in natural philosophy.”1

Hutton’s book seems to have been largely ignored by most scientists
of the day, just like his original talk and paper. Most found his writing
too difficult to read.
Hutton died two years after the first two volumes of his great work
came out. He was working on the third volume of his book shortly
before he died but this wasn’t published at the time. No one was
interested apart from friends like John Playfair who was later to write
his own book about Hutton’s theory of the Earth. Over a century later,
the Huttonian geological theory had become so famous that it was
finally published by the Geological Society of London in 1899, after
the manuscript of the third volume was rediscovered. Today he is
often credited as “the father of modern geology” but that is largely
because of the efforts of his friends to promote the theory.
*
When his friend James Hutton died in 1797 two powerful reasons
induced John Playfair, who was then teaching mathematics in
Edinburgh University, to present his friend’s theory in a different
form from the original. Firstly, he felt the detailed style adopted by
Hutton rendered his theory less intelligible and much less known than
it deserved. Secondly, this lack of lucidity gave rise to
misrepresentation and attacks, so it seemed likely that Hutton’s theory
was only going to be known through the erroneous statements of its
opponents if he did nothing. Playfair determined to afford a clear
exposition of the theory to repel those attacks. In the end Playfair
spent five years, from 1797 to 1802, writing his book about Hutton’s
theory of the Earth. When Playfair’s book, Illustrations of the Huttonian
Theory of the Earth, was published in 1802 it soon became so popular it
helped to widely publicise Hutton’s new geological theory to a wider
audience.
The Illustrations was a model of purity of diction, simplicity of style
and clearness of explanation. Playfair’s very distinct difference in
writing style compared with Hutton’s own can be clearly seen in the
account of angular unconformities. This is considered to be one of the
strongest lines of evidence but Hutton didn’t discuss it until chapter
1
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six of his book. Playfair highlighted it in such a dramatic style that no
one could fail to note its significance.
“On us who saw these phenomena for the first time, the impression
made will not easily be forgotten. The palpable evidence presented
to us, of one of the most extraordinary and important facts in the
natural history of the Earth, gave a reality and substance to those
theoretical speculations, which, however probable, had never till
now been directly authenticated by the testimony of the senses. We
often said to ourselves, what clearer evidence could be had of the
different formation of these rocks, and of the long interval which
separated their formation, had we actually seen them emerging
from the bottom of the deep? We felt ourselves necessarily carried
back to the time when the schist on which we stood was yet at the
bottom of the sea, and when the sandstone before us was only
beginning to be deposited, in the shape of sand or mud, from the
waters of a super-incumbent ocean. An epoch still more remote
presented itself, when even the most ancient of these rocks, instead
of standing upright in vertical beds, lay in horizontal planes at the
bottom of the sea, and was not yet disturbed by that immeasurable
force which has burst asunder the solid pavement of the globe.
Revolutions still more remote appeared in the distance of this
extraordinary perspective. The mind seemed to grow giddy by
looking so far into the abyss of time; and while we listened with
earnestness and admiration to the philosopher who was unfolding
to us the order and series of these wonderful events, we became
sensible of how much further reason may sometimes go than
imagination may venture to follow.”1
In 1805 Playfair exchanged the chair of mathematics in Edinburgh
University for another in natural philosophy so he was able to
continue to publicise his friend’s new theory of the Earth.
*
Charles Lyell was one 19th century geologist who saw the many
advantages of Hutton’s radical concept and developed the geological
principle that later became known as uniformitarianism. His work
influenced the thinking of generations of geologists.
Lyell first took up law as a profession but his passion was geology.
Eventually he turned to geology full-time and by 1827 he had
embarked on a geological career. He began by working out the
implications of the ideas proposed by James Hutton a few decades
earlier.
1
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Lyell’s careful research and thoughtful deductions soon began to
have a persuasive influence on many of the scientists of the day. In
1830 he published the first part of his three volume book, Principles of
Geology: being an attempt to explain the former changes of the Earth’s surface,
by reference to causes now in operation.1 It was the main geological text
book which the young Charles Darwin took on his trip on the Beagle.
The scientific topics discussed in his books included a novel
explanation of earthquakes and the theory of a gradual building of
volcanoes. In stratigraphy he coined names for the geological eras:
Palaeozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic.
Lyell was one of the first geologists to provide further evidence that
the world was immensely older than previously thought. As part of his
research Lyell examined the great volcano of Etna on Sicily first hand
and studied its history. He noticed how successive eruptions would
add new material on top of the previous one to allow the volcano to
grow at a measurable rate. Using this data he estimated the age of the
volcano was several hundred thousand years old. This age was
considered immensely old during the 1800s but it also raised the
further question of the age of the volcano in relation to the Earth itself.
Had the volcano existed ever since the Earth began or was it only
relatively new?
At the very edge of the volcano underneath the first lava flows Lyell
found fossil shells that were virtually identical to the shells of molluscs
swimming in the Mediterranean. Since the fossil shells were
geologically recent he concluded that a hundred thousand years was
a relatively short geological time. The only conclusion he could draw
was that the Earth was immensely old.

An exact age of the Earth
Arthur Holmes would eventually define a more exact age for the
Earth in the early 20th century. He was born in 1890 near Gateshead,
a town set in the industrial heartland of north England and lived with
his parents in a modest terraced house. His interest in science began
to be nurtured at the local Gateshead Higher Grade School.2
Holmes appears to have been a naturally logical child. One event
that he later recalled from his childhood focused around his parents’
Bible. On the margin of the first page was the date of Creation, 4004
BCE, the date calculated by James Ussher in the late 17th century.
Even as a child he was puzzled by numerous questions: why was there
1
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an odd 4 instead of a nice round number, why was the date so recent
and perhaps most importantly, how could anyone know an exact date?
At Sunday School his questions remained unanswered and were even
refuted by the Biblical teachings of Philip Gosse who believed that the
Earth was created about 6,000 years ago “exactly as it would have
appeared at that moment of its history, if all the preceding eras of its
history had been real”. All nature was reduced to a meaningless
illusion. Fortunately the young Holmes could see the fallacy of these
beliefs.
As Holmes studied in 1906 he was inspired by the scientific debate
in The Times about the age of the Earth between Kelvin and some of
the big names in science at the time like Ramsay, Rutherford, Soddy
and Strutt. It seemed he was watching history unfold as new scientific
thinking uncovered the Earth’s age. He was captivated enough to start
to dream that perhaps he could try to help determine the Earth’s age
as well, so when he won a scholarship to the Royal College of Science
in London he chose physics as his core subject.
The National Scholarship Holmes had been awarded was worth
sixty pounds a year. It was hardly a large amount but was just enough
to live on while he studied. During the second year Holmes was able
to take geology as an optional subject and he was fortunate to have
Professor William Watts teaching geology as an exciting and dynamic
subject. It was due to Watts’s inspirational lectures that Holmes began
to seriously think about becoming a geologist. Not only did he find the
subject fascinating, it seemed that there were many job opportunities
in the mining and petroleum industries for young geologists.
Eventually he swapped his core subjects to become a geologist instead
of a physicist.
As luck would have it, Holmes never made the full transition to
geologist because Professor Robert Strutt joined the physics
department. This was the same Strutt who had joined in the debate in
The Times with Lord Kelvin. Holmes could hardly believe his good
fortune and he was soon engaged in trying to determine the age of the
Earth through radioactivity. Radioactivity was the geological clock
geologists had been looking for to allow them to tell geological time
since radioactive elements decay into different elements as regularly
as a ticking clock. In their fourth and final year students were
expected to contribute original research work so Strutt invited
Holmes to help him with his research on radioactivity to determine
the age of the Earth. This initial research project would eventually
become a lifelong task for Holmes.
In 1908 Holmes started the delicate task of determining the age of
the Earth using the uranium-lead technique. In theory it is a simple
22
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procedure but he was still refining the procedure in 1910. When an
igneous rock cools from its molten state, different types of minerals
will form depending on the elements already present. When a mineral
contains radioactive elements such as uranium and thorium those
radioactive elements will start to decompose into their daughter
elements. Uranium will decompose into lead and thorium also has a
decay chain that eventually decomposes into lead. In practice the
procedure is far from easy and Holmes spent many tedious hours in
the laboratory painstakingly separating crunched rocks, using delicate
chemical preparations to isolate the elements for ultimate
measurement. Finally, after years of hard work Holmes had
determined the very first true age for the Devonian geological age, a
truly staggering 370 million years. He had performed the first
uranium-lead dating of a rock whilst still an undergraduate.
Holmes’s time as a student in London was a constant struggle
against financial hardship. Although he was able to earn some extra
money reviewing books for The Times he was constantly on the lookout
to fund himself and his studies. Virtually as soon as his researches were
finally compiled in 1911 he joined a company exploring the geological
resources in Mozambique. The experience didn’t last long for he
nearly died from malaria. When he was brought unconscious to the
hospital in Mozambique the nuns who ran it had little hope for his
survival and a report of his imminent death was telegraphed to
London. But, much to everyone’s surprise, he didn’t die and slowly
began to recover. Even today malaria kills around half a million people
a year so in 1911 Holmes was very lucky to survive. By the time he
returned home after only 9 months away he had amassed enough
money to keep himself comfortable for a while and had exciting tales
of encounters in deepest Africa and his near death. Nonetheless, the
experience left him with recurring bouts of fever that continued to
plague him for the rest of his life.
Holmes was now ready to begin his dream of developing a
geological time scale. When he returned home he found that his
results were not widely welcomed by many older geologists who had
come to accept a younger age of the Earth. One of the foremost
American geologists of the day, George Becker, had recently published
his Age of the Earth1, concluding that the age “must be between 70 and
55 million years” using older methods. He therefore concluded that
“radioactive minerals cannot have the great ages which have been
attributed to them”. In a similar vein the Irish geologist John Joly
declared it “seems quite impossible to find any explanation of [the
amount of salt in the oceans if such an age was true]”. He argued that
1
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geologists knew “nothing as to the origin of the primary radioactive
elements … the rate of change 150 million years ago may have been
many times what it is now.”1
Holmes knew that the arguments against the new dating method
were incorrect and was determined to help to explain the new dating
technique to his fellow geologists. In 1913 he published a booklet
entitled, The Age of the Earth2, which many geologists used to gain an
understanding of these new radioactive dating technologies. His
booklet explained how it was found that various radioactive elements
could be used for different ages. Uranium and thorium decay through
several stages into different isotopes of lead at rates that were
unaffected niether by temperature or pressure, nor by physical or
chemical states. “Half-life” is when half of the radioactivity has
disappeared and some could measure many millions of years.
Uranium 238 for example has a half-life of 4,510 million years and this
isotope yields the ages of the oldest rocks on Earth. Other radioactive
elements are common impurities in various forms of rocks. At the
same time, the geologist John Joly worked in collaboration with Sir
Ernest Rutherford to confirm the estimate that the beginning of the
Devonian period could not be less than 400 million years ago. Slowly
geologists began to agree they had a fantastic new method to date the
Earth.

From Continental Drift to Plate Tectonics
The concept of continental plates fitting together in the past seems so
clear today it might be difficult to envisage a time when it wasn’t
obvious. But history relates a different story. In practice the most
obvious concept was that the continents had always existed in their
present position. They certainly couldn’t move thousands of
kilometres to join together and the science authorities derided anyone
who suggested they could.
The man most connected to this theory of continents moving over
time is Alfred Lothar Wegener, who was born in Berlin in 1880. He
first trained in astronomy to gain a doctorate in this subject, but then
shifted his main interest to meteorology. Today his most well-known
contribution to science is in geology, a subject in which he had no
formal training. He developed his concept of continental dispersion
over two decades and this came to be more widely known as
Continental Drift in the English-speaking world.
1
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The main concept of Continental Drift is that the continents we
know today have moved position over time. This dispersion has been
so great that in the remote past all the continents had been joined
together as one great continental land mass before splitting apart. The
concept of Continental Drift predicted that about 150 million years
ago it would have been possible to walk directly from Europe to
America, from South America to Africa, from Africa to Antarctica, and
from Antarctica to Australia since they were all joined together in one
gigantic supercontinent.
Wegener tells us that the concept of Continental Drift first came to
him in the year 1910. While considering a map of the world he noted
that the continents of South America and Africa could be fitted
together. At first he considered the idea that the continents were once
joined together to be improbable. Then, after learning of the
similarity of prehistoric animals and plants, he examined the research
in the fields of geology and prehistoric life and the evidence he found
convinced him that the continents had once been joined in one
gigantic landmass. The spark which gave Wegener his new theory was
the realisation that the outlines of the continents fit together like an
oversize jigsaw puzzle.
It would seem that his father-in-law thought the theory was so
outrageous that he tried to dissuade Wegener from persisting with the
idea. He preferred his son-in-law to stay focused on the subject he was
trained in, meteorology, instead of speculating on subjects in which he
was unqualified. Wegener’s written reply of January 1911, originally
in German but later translated by Anthony Hallam in his 1983 book
Great Geological Controversies1, makes it clear that Wegener’s logical
mind thought the problem so clear and straightforward that the “old
ideas” would soon be replaced:
“I believe that you consider my primordial continent to be a figment
of my imagination, but it is only a question of interpretation of
observations. I came to the idea on the grounds of the matching
coast-lines but the proof must come from geological observations.
These compel us to infer, for example, a land connection between
South America and Africa. This can be explained in two ways: the
sinking of a connecting continent or separation. Previously, people
have considered only the former and have ignored the latter
possibility. But the modern teaching of isostasy, and more generally
our current geophysical ideas oppose the sinking of a continent
because it is lighter than the material on which it rests. Thus we are
forced to consider the alternative interpretation. And if we now find
many surprising simplifications and can begin at last to make real
1
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sense of an entire mass of geological data, why should we delay in
throwing the old concept overboard. Is this revolutionary? I don’t
believe that the old ideas have more than a decade to live. At
present the notion of isostasy is not yet thoroughly worked out;
when it is, the contradictions involved in the old ideas will be fully
exposed.”1

By the beginning of 1912 he had delivered an address on the idea
and had published two papers on the origin of the continents in
scientific journals. He continued to amass more evidence that the
continents had once been joined in one gigantic land mass 300 million
years ago to form a super-continent, which he called Pangaea, which
finally broke up into the smaller continents of today. Wegener was
immediately called up when the First World War began in 1914 but he
was wounded twice on the front in Belgium before being declared
unfit for active service. In 1915 he was able to publish a German only
book about Continental Dispersion, Die Entsehung der Kontinente und
Ozeane (The Origin of the Continents and Oceans)2. Wegener’s book
went through further editions in 1920 and 1922 with each edition
being thoroughly revised.
Translations of the third edition of his book appeared in English in
1924 and in French in 1927. It soon began to cause a stir in the
international geological community. Wegener described his theory as
continental dispersion but the German term of dispersion was
translated as drift and that became the name it was known by in the
English-speaking world. Special meetings began to be called by
geological societies in various parts of the world to discuss Continental
Drift Theory.
One of the most well-known meetings was held by the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists in New York City, hosted by Van
der Gracht, in 1928. The meeting was a chaotic mixture of views. The
exciting coincidences and patterns in Continental Drift inspired the
imagination of some. Sober critics rebelled against a facile selection of
facts to fit the theory. While some were advocates most tended towards
a conservative view that the theory was something that staggered the
imagination and must be rejected for that reason alone. It can’t have
helped that the theory was now called “drift” in English, seemingly
implying an unscientific mechanism for the movement of the
continents. The opponents of Continental Drift claimed a
comprehensive victory for their rejection of the theory. Wegener
remained undaunted by the strong opposition to his ideas. With
1
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feedback from across the world Wegener carefully began revising his
book in another edition to answer the critics.
Wegener had made many expeditions investigating the drift of
continents. To obtain new evidence for the drift of Greenland,
Wegener planned a tough and dangerous expedition there for 1930.
The main expedition discovered many new facts, but in November
1930, the harsh conditions of the Greenland ice cap claimed the life of
Alfred Wegener.
Wegener’s death was just at the decisive moment when he was about
to renew the debate. The 1922 edition of Wegener’s book had been
translated into English, French, Spanish, Swedish and Russian and
had begun a world-wide debate. By the fourth edition of 1929
Wegener was able to quote evidence from other workers in the field.
Unfortunately this edition was not translated into English and other
languages until more than three decades later when the value of
Wegener’s work was just starting to become more widely recognised.
After his death his revised book remained unpublished in English and
the sound of battle died away. Many geologists also soon found that it
wasn’t the best time to support radical new theories. A great economic
depression had descended on the world, particularly in Germany but
also in other parts of Europe and America, and many people found
their job depended on pleasing their superiors. This was particularly
true in America were many geologists noted that the only place the
theory of Continental Drift was discussed was on the “back stairs” well
out of public sight.

A mechanism for Continental Drift
By the late 1920s Arthur Holmes had become a rising star in the world
of geology due to his work on the age of the Earth. Then he created
controversy by outlining a mechanism for Continental Drift,
proposing that differential heating of the Earth’s interior generated by
the decay of uranium and other radioactive elements would cause
convection currents to be set up in the Earth’s mantle. If the
continents floated on top of the Earth’s denser mantle, like icebergs in
a denser sea as Wegener suggested, then the continents would be
carried by the mantle’s convection currents and naturally move apart
over millions of years. After he had formulated his ideas he presented
a paper in December 1927 to the Edinburgh Geological Society
outlining the concept in detail and it was published in 1931.1 At the
time Holmes found many leading geologists, particularly the
1
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Americans, ridiculed his ideas as absurd. The leading American
geologist William Bowie dismissed his concept with the comment,
“Holmes brings out a new thought which is even more impossible than
Wegener’s.”1
During the 1930s Holmes’s thoughts about the age of the Earth led
to requests for him to lecture around the world. He visited
Switzerland, Finland and the United States. He also found time to
publish numerous papers and served on several committees. Despite
all this he was still unable to convince his conservative colleagues of the
reality of Continental Drift.
Holmes was looking for a new job when a Professor of Geology
position at Edinburgh University became available in October 1942.
Edinburgh was one of the top universities in Britain ranking alongside
Cambridge University and Imperial College. It was the university
where Playfair had hatched the Huttonian egg with his publications
about Hutton’s geological ideas. Better still, the university’s principle,
Sir Thomas Holland was a geologist and a supporter of “continental
displacement”.
Holmes’s first lecture was attended by three hundred city dignitaries
and prominent members of the university. With a title of “The Age of
the Earth” Holmes was quick to pay homage to the Scottish geologist
James Hutton. It was, after all, Hutton who had anticipated the
Earth’s great age so it seemed fitting that Holmes could now observe
that new science now confirmed those same rocks were immensely old.
By this time most of the world was engaged in the Second World
War. Holmes was too old to be called up to fight but he volunteered as
a fire-fighter in the university. Staff took it in turns to sit and “firewatch” in case the building was bombed or set alight. This enforced
period of idleness wasn’t wasted when it dawned on him that he could
use the peace and quiet of the fire-watching duty to write a
comprehensive text book about geology. He turned his lecture notes
into one of the most celebrated books on geology ever written. Holmes
had continued to provide evidence in support of Continental Drift but
it was still a very contentious issue in geology at that time so he thought
long and hard about whether to include it in his book. His own theory
about convection currents in the mantle driving the contents around
had been mostly ignored. Raising the question again in his book would
leave him open to ridicule. In the end Holmes decided that, since he
had been teaching his students about Continental Drift for nearly
twenty years, he couldn’t leave it out. He resolved to face the inevitable
hostility and included all his most recent ideas on Continental Drift in
the last chapter of the book.
1
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The first edition of his book, Principles of Physical Geology1, was
published in 1944 and soon became an international best seller. The
long winded title was soon dropped by most young geologists who
simply called it “Holmes”. The first print run sold out almost
immediately and it was reprinted no fewer than eighteen times in the
next twenty years. Holmes’s book inspired many people to become
geologists with the big and exciting questions it posed: How did
mountains form? What caused earthquakes? And perhaps most
radically: Did continents really wander around the globe?

Continental Drift in the Southern Hemisphere
On the opposite side of the world to Holmes was another convert to
continental dispersion. Samuel Warren Carey was born near
Campbelltown, New South Wales, in 1911. He obtained a College
Scholarship and enrolled in Geology as a fourth subject on the advice
of one of his teachers. This determined the direction of his career for
the rest of his life. He came under the influence of Professor Sir T.W.
Edgeworth-David and was introduced for the first time to the concept
of Continental Drift as a mechanism capable of explaining important
aspects of Southern Hemisphere geology. He graduated with First
Class Honours in 1932 and completed a Masters degree in 1934.
During the Second World War Carey was a commando in Z Force
and as the war effort began to wind down he took the opportunity to
go to Tasmania as a Government Geologist. In 1946 Carey was
appointed as the foundation professor in the newly-founded Geology
department at the University of Tasmania. Carey had believed from
the 1930s that the continents were once connected and so it was only
natural that he taught his students what later became known as Plate
Tectonics, including the swallowing of the ocean floor at the trenches
and the strip-by-strip addition of new ocean floor from the mantle at
the mid-ocean ridges.
Many of his contempories saw him as a “larger than life” figure for
his vision and the originality of his views. He had a major influence on
global science with his enthusiastic support for, what was at the time,
the unorthodox concept of Continental Drift. His students saw him as
an extrovert who challenged them to question any view that was seen
as orthodox simply because the exponent was seen as an “expert”.
One of his most popular sayings was: “we are blinded by what we think
we know; disbelieve if you can”. He was to become one of the key
1
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people to convince his fellow geologists of the reality of Continental
Drift.
In the early 1950s Carey began to clash with some of the major
opponents to Continental Drift. One of the most well-known
opponents was Sir Harold Jeffreys, a widely respected English
geophysicist, who was knighted in 1953. Carey saw an opportunity to
disprove Jeffreys’s claim that the fit across the South Atlantic “was a
bad misfit” when Carey’s former chief in the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company, Dr. G.M. Lees, repeated Jeffreys’s proof rejecting
Continental Drift during his 1953 presidential address to the
Geological Society of London. Carey sent Lees his rebuttal of Jeffreys’s
claim and Lees arranged for Carey’s rebuttal to be published1 by the
Geological Society of London in 1955. It was a major blow for the
opponents of Continental Drift.
Carey’s attempt to prove that another of Jeffreys’s claims was also
wrong had been stopped in its tracks when a 1953 paper submitted to
the Journal of Geophysical Research was rejected. Jeffreys had
dismissed the concept of drift by stating that it was physically
impossible for continents to move about the globe. Carey’s paper
proposed a mechanism of mantle convection essentially the same as
that adopted today by Plate Tectonics but since the prevailing dogma
was that the Wegener theory was wrong Carey’s paper was rejected by
the referees as “naïve”. Two decades later, after Plate Tectonics was
generally agreed, Carey dusted off his rejected paper and resubmitted
it to the journal with the suggestion that they might like to publish it
as an historical document. The editor replied their policy was not to
publish a paper previously turned down, “however good it might be!”2

The 1956 Hobart Continental Drift Symposium
In March 1956 a small group of rebel geologists travelled to Tasmania,
the island state of Australia perched at its southern tip. Their ultimate
destination was the geology department of the University of Tasmania
in Hobart to attend a geology symposium about the outrageous theory
of Continental Drift.
Today Continental Drift has been rebranded as Plate Tectonics and
it is the cornerstone of every geology course. In 1956 the outlook was
very different. At the time Continental Drift was an idea that many
established geologists, and indeed the whole scientific establishment,
considered a theory that could be easily disproved. Continental Drift
1
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was considered to be so outrageous that it was almost universally
rejected and ridiculed. Only the brave (some would say foolhardy)
geologists dared support the theory.
There was almost total rejection of Continental Drift in the
Northern Hemisphere, but it didn’t happen in the Southern
Hemisphere, particularly in South Africa, India and Australia where a
few hardy spirits continued to argue that Continental Drift answered
a lot of geological questions.
Why was there this particular distribution of views? One reason may
be that the geology in the Southern Hemisphere was radically
different from the Northern Hemisphere. This was vividly impressed
on the geologist Rhodes W. Fairbridge in 1946, then a young
geological lecturer in historical and structural geology at the
University of Western Australia. He found that,
“all the best standard textbooks originated in Europe or America,
but the geological history of the northern hemisphere seemed
singularly in contrast to that of the southern hemisphere. It was like
teaching Greek with a Latin textbook.”1
Geologists in the Northern Hemisphere had carefully split the
immense amount of geological time into geological periods. In
between the geological periods there was a dramatic change in the
fossils providing an easy method to separate out the different
geological periods of time. But, as Fairbridge witnessed, the geology
of the Southern Hemisphere didn’t seem to fit this pattern.
“In Australia we found that the main tectonic and sedimentational
breaks in the record did not occur, as in the north, at or about the
period boundaries. The Precambrian sedimentation runs right
through to the Middle Cambrian; then there is an important
orogeny and the sedimentation is resumed, jumping across the
Cambrian-Ordovician boundary. And this happens repeatedly
through the geological record, with orogenies in late Ordovician,
middle Silurian, middle Devonian, late Carboniferous, middle
Triassic, lower Cretaceous.”2
Perhaps then it was no wonder that important new text books and
science papers incorporating the Continental Drift point of view were
issued in India, South Africa and Australia. Maybe the best known
book, Our Wandering Continents: An Hypothesis of Continental Drifting3,
was written by Alexander du Toit in 1937. After his death the
1
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geological Continental Drift “baton” in South Africa passed on to
Lester C. King who wrote important papers in the 1950s continuing
to promote the theory of Continental Drift.
*
By the early 1950s Carey had become well-known for inviting many
leading geologists to symposia to unravel the geological history of
Tasmania and these in turn lead to many invitations to address leading
conferences in Australia and overseas. So in March 1956 Carey was
confident enough to convene an international symposium on
Continental Drift at the University of Tasmania in Hobart.
Some of the strongest opposition to Continental Drift in the world
at that time was in the United States and especially at Yale University,
so Carey invited the chairman of the Yale University geology
department, Professor Chester Longwell, to the Hobart symposium as
the principle guest. Longwell had participated in the 1928 symposium
in America that had conclusively rejected Continental Drift and joined
in many debates since then. He was well known for his agnostic views
and was widely respected for his rational views on the subject.
Longwell’s conclusion at the time was that the theory of Continental
Drift was not proved but not disproved either. He could be counted
on to give all the evidence a fair hearing.
Several participants were invited to present papers about the
evidence that ancient fauna indicated the continents were joined in
the past. Professor Lester King, from the University of Natal in South
Africa, was invited to present a paper reassembling the Arctic and
North Atlantic before the continental breakup and also discuss the
great sub-oceanic ridges on the sea floor. A young newly qualified
geophysicist, Ted Irving, was invited to discuss the new evidence for
Continental Drift from rock magnetism. As some of the leading
exponents of Continental Drift began to assemble for the first talk we
can imagine that a certain sense of excitement was in the air. A
scientific revolution was about to unfold.

A well-known promoter of Continental Drift
Carey had invited Lester King, although his views were often not
welcome in other geology departments. The previous year King had
visited New Zealand and Stevens remembers the outrage.
“Lester King visited New Zealand in 1955 and offered to give a
lecture at Victoria. I well remember the discussion that ensued [the
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head of the geology department, Bob Clark, was] absolutely
adamant that King would not be allowed to publicise his crackpot
ideas on Continental Drift in HIS department!! Eventually a
compromise was arrived at and Lester King gave his lecture to a
capacity audience in one of Victoria’s large lecture halls (in the
Biology building, not Geology!). On his part King gave a masterly
lecture, supposedly on geomorphology, but with a large measure of
Continental Drift thrown in, in the guise of the landscape evolution
of the Gondwana continents. As Lester King rolled out the
Gondwanaland story with great aplomb Bob Clark’s face was a
study!!”1

Another geologist, John Dewey, remembers he was convinced by
King’s description of Continental Drift. As he recalled nearly half a
century later:
“Lester King, of the University of Cape Town, travelled the globe
after World War II proselytizing for Continental Drift. As an
undergraduate in London in 1956, I heard him talk in Imperial
College, clearly and convincingly, when I became convinced that
Continental Drift must be a reality.”2

Carey’s presentations
By far the longest paper presented was by Carey himself. Carey was in
advance of many of his colleagues at this conference and he showed
just how much of seafloor spreading could be envisaged. He described
several crucial elements that today are accepted as essential to global
tectonics but at the time needed to be described in detail. The concepts
were so new he even had to name them. Later workers would either
be ignorant of Carey’s names, or simply ignore them, so they were
renamed. Today, although Carey’s names are different, the
descriptions of the features are strikingly familiar.
Carey’s megashear is a large strike-slip fault that cuts through the
ocean crust and is known today as a transform fault. A rhombochasm
is a gap in the ocean crust created as the crust moves apart. Today it
would be known as a diverging ocean construction zone. The gap is
“occupied” by new oceanic crust. The “rhombo” part of Carey’s name
indicates the gap has parallel sides but a triangular gap in continental
crust was given the new name sphenochasm. This triangular gap can
be created by the rotation of one continental block with respect to the
1
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other. An orocline is a once straighter orogenic belt that has been bent
by rotation.
Once Carey had defined all those new geological features he could
explain that none of these structures can develop in isolation. An
orocline implies a sphenochasm on one side of it because it cannot go
on diverging indefinitely. It must end against a megashear or perhaps
another orocline. A megashear must either go right around the globe
or begin and end at oroclines or rhombochasms. A single structure of
this scale implies a chain of other structures to absorb the implied
movement. All this was startlingly new and it took years before other
geologists started to discover what Carey already knew in 1956.

Continental Drift at Lamont-Doherty
Back in the Northern Hemisphere, at the newly formed Lamont
Geological Observatory, the concept of Continental Drift had been
causing a headache for two geologists. Bruce Heezen and Marie
Tharp were both working at Lamont Geological Observatory in the
early 1950s just as the study of the ocean floor became exciting. Before
then the ocean floor was a dark and mysterious place but the new
technology of echo sounding soon revealed some of its hidden
mysteries. Bruce Heezen and Marie Tharp had both been recruited
by Maurice Ewing, although in totally different circumstances.
Maurice Ewing was the first Director of the Lamont Geological
Observatory, later renamed Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory in
honour of a major gift in 1969, and was almost universally known
simply as “Doc” by his colleagues. As a young geophysicist from
Lehigh University in the 1930s he had become known for his
pioneering work in seismic refraction studies and research of the
ocean floor. In the early 1940s, the U.S. navy asked him to help with
their sonar equipment. Ewing and his colleague Joe Worzel
discovered that temperature effects were bending the sound waves in
such a way as to create a shadow zone where a submarine could hide.
By the end of the war the U.S. navy was convinced they needed to
know what was under the oceans and funds began to flow generously
into American Laboratories. Ewing created the Lamont Geological
Observatory at Columbia University and became its first director. The
work at this institution focused on physical oceanography using
underwater sound, magnetics for detecting submarines, bathymetry
of the seafloor, and seismology to study how earthquakes and shock
waves travelled through the Earth. In 1947 Ewing needed bright
young graduates to work in oceanography and began a lecture tour
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with the avowed purpose of finding the right people to help him
explore the ocean floor.
One student Ewing found was Bruce Charles Heezen, who had been
born in 1924 in Vinton, Iowa. When Heezen was first introduced to
“Doc” Ewing he surprised the 23 year old by asking him, “Young man,
would you like to accompany me on an expedition to the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge? There are some mountains out there and we don’t know which
way they run.” Heezen was so startled by this question that he didn’t
immediately answer. Fortunately his professor said, “Of course he
would like to go!”1 This affirmative answer meant Heezen spent the
next thirty years as a geologist who specialised in the ocean floor.
Another young recruit was Marie Tharp who was born in 1920 in
Ypsilanti, Michigan. She attended more than a dozen different schools
and by 1939 Tharp had begun classes at Ohio University. During the
war years in 1943 she began to study Geology at the University of
Michigan, finally obtaining a Masters in Geology and a Bachelor’s in
Maths. By 1948 she was applying to Ewing for a job but at first he
struggled to see what task he could possibly give her. It must have
crossed his mind to send her to sea, but the sea was a dangerous place
in the 1940s. Just how dangerous the sea was became obvious a few
years later on the morning of 13th January 1954. Lamont’s research
ship, Vema, was starting her third voyage when it began running
before a nasty winter gale between Cape Hatteras and Bermuda,
pitching and rolling violently. The drums on deck began to rumble
back and forth and four men, Maurice Ewing, his youngest brother
John Ewing, Charles Wilkie and Michael Brown, attempted to secure
the drums before they were washed overboard. Suddenly a freak wave
swept all four men and the barrels into the sea. Ewing said afterwards
that he suddenly became part of an emulsion of men, oil drums and
sea water. He heard a man call, “Doc! Help me”, but he could see no
one. All he could see was waves. Later he surmised that this must have
been Charles Wilkie, just before he drowned. By this time Vema was
about a mile away. With a masterful display of skill the captain brought
the ship around and managed to rescue the remaining three men, first
John Ewing, and then Michael Brown and Maurice Ewing who were
clinging to the same oil drum.2
Sending Marie Tharp to sea must have seemed out of the question.
After some thought, he asked if she could produce drawings.
Fortunately she confirmed she had taken a course in draughting so
was immediately given the job of producing copies of maps and
1
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diagrams. She became one of only a few women in the male
dominated world of geology.
It wasn’t immediately obvious that Heezen and Tharp would
eventually form a close team. Heezen was employed as Lamont’s
principal investigator of echo sounding. He mainly acted as a
consultant for companies such as the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, Cable and Wireless Limited and a number of
others. In 1952 Tharp joined the same team as Heezen and was given
the job of converting the mass of echograms into a much more
understandable form by converting the information into a pictorial
representation of the ocean floor. Tharp was so good at her job that
she was soon in great demand. She could convert a mass of squiggly
lines into a visual representation of what was actually there and
everybody wanted her to work on their data. She soon began to feel
the strain and Ewing gave Heezen the task of resolving the situation.
He responded by deciding that she should only work on his data.
In 1952 Marie Tharp noticed something amazing as she began to
build up the first pictorial picture of the ocean floor that anyone had
ever seen. In three of the transatlantic profiles there was an
unmistakable notch in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge that looked like a
continuous rift valley. It looked like there was one gigantic crack in the
ocean floor where it was splitting apart. She told Bruce Heezen but he
refused to believe it.
The problem was that the unmistakable notch in the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge looked distinctly like Continental Drift, a concept that was
rejected as totally absurd by virtually all American geologists.
According to the widely dismissed theory of Continental Drift the
mighty Atlantic Ocean had been caused by the continents of North
American and Europe drifting apart. Heezen was so confident the
notch couldn’t exist that he indignantly corrected Tharp’s map by
erasing the portions of the maps that didn’t make sense. Tharp
responded by pelting him with bottles of India ink.1
Heezen’s mind was changed when a plot of Atlantic earthquakes was
being prepared the next year. It was noted that the proposed rift
valley was in the same vicinity as the earthquakes. The epicentres of
the earthquakes all followed the line of Tharp’s proposed rift. They
reasoned that if there was a connection between earthquakes and the
rift it would be possible to simply plot the position of the rift around
the world using the earthquake epicentres already available. The data
1 See National Geographic 125 Years: Legendary Photographs, Adventures, and
Discoveries That Changed the World: Epic Journeys, Landmark Discoveries,
Photographs That Changed the World.
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all fitted. By mid-1953 Heezen finally became convinced that a world
encompassing rift valley existed on the ocean floor.
Nearly three decades later Tharp recounted the same story in a
short article called Mappers of the Deep1 published by the American
Museum of Natural History in October 1986. As she recalled, “In
1952, I became convinced of the valley’s existence along a segment of
the ridge. Within about six months Heezen agreed and began to
wonder about its significance.” She also noted that much of the data
obtained by the German Meteor expedition, from 1925 to 1927, had
remained an untapped source of information for many years. Nobody,
for example, ever bothered to connect all the “holes” found in the
numerous sounding profiles along the crest of the ridge. If someone
had made the connection, the central rift valley might have been
discovered then and there.”2
Once Heezen was convinced that the rift was real he had to tell his
boss Maurice Ewing, the director of the Lamont Earth Observatory.
Tharp recalled that Heezen, “told Ewing of our discovery soon after
he accepted it himself.”3 Ewing realised that this discovery was so
profound, if true, that they needed to collect firm evidence of its
existence before anyone else was told. The proclamation came down
that no one was to be told about the existence of the continuous rift
valley. By the time the Continental Drift Symposium was being held in
Tasmania the information was just about to be released.
It’s perhaps easy to imagine why the rest of the world weren’t told
about this rift for years. The whole idea that there was a rift encircling
the world continually splitting the continents apart seemed too
incredible to believe. The presentation of the evidence needed to be
carefully prepared if the rest of the world were to accept it. There
were plenty of opportunities to publish their conclusions but it
remained a closely guarded secret and no one outside of a very small
group ever found out about this ground-breaking concept. As Tharp
later recounted in 1986:
“[Any knowledge] of the existence of the rift valley remained within
the confines of Lamont until February 1956, when Bruce first
presented the idea at a symposium organized by Harry Hess,
professor of geology at Princeton University, for the National
Academy of Sciences. Bruce brought along one of our globes with
the rift valley outlined in bright red. The valley was at least on our
globe, if nowhere else, and hard to miss. Hess was impressed and
1
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invited Bruce to Princeton to elaborate on the discovery. The first
published account of our find … did not appear until 1956 at an
American Geophysical Union meeting in Toronto, at which Ewing
and Bruce announced the discovery of a seismically active rift zone
at the crest of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and its extension into the
Arctic and Indian oceans and African rift valleys.”1

It seems most other scientists were completely unaware that this
discovery was about to be announced in multiple science journals in
1956. It was broadcast to the world that Lamont scientists had
discovered a worldwide rift 2 miles deep, 20 miles wide and 40,000
miles long. It was such a remarkable discovery that it stimulated
further research into the ocean floor for decades to come. One paper
by Ewing and Heezen described how:
“Oceanic ridges of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge type are believed to be
continuous over great lengths. They apparently have the median
rift zone as a characteristic feature throughout, and this rift zone is
the locus of the shallow focus earthquakes. The ridges may be
traced through poorly sounded areas by the aid of an epicenter
map. It must be borne in mind that the rift zone may be the
primary feature in this combination and the ridge simply a
consequence of the rift.”2
Various abstracts by Heezen and Ewing mentioned “a great midocean ridge” and how this system seemed to continue onto land in the
active rift zone of Africa. The first map of the ocean floor of the North
Atlantic presented by Heezen and Tharp in 1956 also showed the rift
as a continuous feature on the ocean floor.
The information was finally well and truly out and the media quickly
spread the news of the great new discovery. A map of the worldencompassing rift valley had even appeared in the New York Times by
February and soon everyone was talking about the important new
discovery. Heezen gave a talk about the existence of the worldencompassing rift system in Guyot Hall at Princeton on the evening of
26th March 1957. At the end of Heezen’s talk the chairman of the
university’s geology department, Harry Hess, is reported to have
stood up and said in essence, “You have shaken the foundations of
geology”.3 The new discovery was a media sensation and Bruce
Heezen and Marie Tharp had become its stars.
The almost unbelievable discovery of a giant rift valley circling the
world created disbelief in many circles but it was soon confirmed from
1
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an unexpected source. Jacques Cousteau, a famous underwater
explorer of the time, hadn’t believed in the rift valley so he had taken
movies with a camera mounted on a sled, the Troika, dragged behind
his ship. The pictures he recorded convinced him that the ridge was
real. As Marie recalled, the film was shown during one geological
congress.
“[It was shown to] a large evening audience as an unscheduled
event at the congress. On his film, the great black cliffs of the rift
valley, sprinkled with white glob ooze, loomed up through the bluegreen water. I think that Cousteau’s movies may have convinced a
few doubters at a critical time that our rift valley was really there.”1

A Tour of America
Due to the success of the Hobart Continental Drift Symposium Carey
had been invited to come to Yale as visiting professor for a year. This
took some time to organise but during the academic year 1959 to 1960
he delivered complete courses in structural geology and global
tectonics at Yale. He also lectured in many other American
Universities, mostly under the American Geological Institute Visiting
International Scientist Program. The American institutions he visited
in that year included well-known academic institutions of Columbia,
Harvard, Brown, Wesleyan, Lehigh, Princeton, Duke, North
Carolina, Louisiana State, St. Louis, Cincinnati, and Ohio State. In
Canada he lectured at Toronto, Western Ontario, McGill, Calgary, and
British Columbia.
Carey was invited to debate Professor Walter H. Bucher, the
patriarch of American tectonicists, at Columbia. The Schermerhorn
Theater was packed as geologists and geophysicists gathered from far
afield, and a most memorable night resulted.
As well as his lectures at Yale, Carey lectured several times at
Princeton in late 1959 and early 1960, describing his concept of
oroclines, the paleomagnetic evidence for large intercontinental
movements, and ocean-floor growth by repeated insertion of paired
slices at the mid-oceanic ridges. All this had already been detailed at
the Hobart Continental Drift Symposium but Carey’s passionate
delivery ensured the lectures were packed. At the time Harry Hess,
the chairman of the Princeton geology school, cemented a warm
friendship with Carey.
The campaign to introduce Continental Drift culminated with a
special session sponsored by the Society of Economic Paleontologists
1
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and Mineralogists at the annual meeting of the American Association
of Petroleum Geologists at Atlantic City on April 25, 1960. Carey was
lead speaker with Keith Runcorn, Ken Caster, and William Gussow on
the panel. The hall was full, including the aisles and the walls. After
the formal papers from the panel, the questions and discussion
continued until long after midnight with few if any leaving, until the
chairman had to terminate the meeting. At the end of his American
tour Carey felt confident that “The revolution to continental
dispersion had begun!”1
Carey had replaced John Rodgers at Yale for the academic year and
a quarter of a century later Rodgers recalled:
“My own contribution to the solution of this dilemma was negative;
I left North America for a year to study the Alps. As a result, the
Yale Geology Department could appoint a visiting professor for that
year; we chose S. Warren Carey, and North American geology has
never been the same since. He travelled all over the continent, he
lectured in his inimitable now-you-see-it-now-you-don’t style, he
talked to anyone who would listen, and when he was through, noone could laugh off Continental Drift anymore.”2

The Bullard Fit
By 1966 it had been over a decade since Carey had published his
reconstruction of South America-Africa clearly showing that there was
a remarkable fit between the continental shelves of the two continents.
Despite this Sir Harlod Jeffreys, the widely respected English
geophysicist, was still denying there was any close fit and was arguing
this in the science journal Nature and other places. In 1964 he had
again dismissed the continental fit as unreal in the Journal of the Royal
Astronomical Society. Then, Sir Edward Bullard (a fellow of the Royal
Society), J.E. Everett and A. Gilbert Smith, from the Department of
Geodesy and Geophysics at Cambridge, published a paper, The fit of
the continents around the Atlantic, that fully confirmed Carey’s fit using
the latest computing power then available. The paper described how,
“The approximate fit of the coastlines of Africa and South America
has been noticed by many writers and formed an important part of
the evidence used by Wegener (1912, 1924) in support of his
hypothesis of Continental Drift…

1
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Carey (1958) was the first to show that the fit of Africa and South
America is much closer at the continental edges than it is at the
coastline. In spite of this, Jeffreys has expressed a total disbelief in
the reality of the fit; he says (1964): “l simply deny there is an
agreement.” The reason for this scepticism is not clear; perhaps it is
connected with doubts about the accuracy of Carey’s fits carried out
on a globe provided with moveable transparent caps.
The matter is clearly important and the purpose of this paper is to
put the facts beyond doubt by using the best data available and
finding the ‘best fits’ by objective arithmetic methods. …
The area studied includes North and South America, Greenland,
Europe and Africa. Africa and South America were first fitted, then
a second block was assembled from North America, Greenland and
Europe; the closeness of these fits exceeded our expectations and
fully confirms the work of Carey.”1

Several maps were provided in the paper illustrating the remarkable
close fit between the continents. One of these maps, showing all the
continents reconstructed as the ancient supercontinent, was widely
reproduced and the fit became known as “The Bullard Fit”.
Towards the end of the 1960s the science innovators had finally
begun to convince most of their more conservative colleagues that the
continents had split apart over hundreds of millions of years. It had
taken more than 50 years of rejection and ridicule. By 1967
Continental Drift was rebranded as Plate Tectonics and a new scientific
revolution was declared. Some years later Bullard wrote a candid
article, “The Emergence of Plate Tectonics: A Personal View” discussing in
part why the science revolution took so long.
“To think the whole subject through again when one is no longer
young is not easy and involves admitting a partially misspent
youth... Clearly it is more prudent to keep quiet, to be a moderate
defender of orthodoxy, or to maintain that all is doubtful, sit on the
fence, and wait in statesmanlike ambiguity for more data.”2
We might naively think that all the scientific innovators would be
hailed as great scientific thinkers once the mainstream finally accepted
the new scientific revolution. But that didn’t happen. The scientific
innovators who had brought about this revolution in the Earth
sciences now believed there was an even more astonishing revelation
about the Earth. Carey, Heezen, Tharp, Holmes, King, Fairbridge and
1
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a number of others all presented evidence that the Earth had
expanded in size over the last few hundred million years.

FROM CONTINENTAL DRIFT TO EARTH EXPANSION
Perhaps one of the most intriguing aspects of our hidden history is just
how close the scientific innovators came to convincing their
conservative colleagues to accept Earth expansion in the 1960s.
In 1961 Time published a Life Pictorial Atlas of the World (Fig. 1). The
publication was an oversized table top book containing over 590 pages
in full colour. In the foreword the editors described how ever since it
was first discovered that the world was round mankind had fashioned
replicas of the terrestrial sphere set in the immensity of the universe.
The book used the most authentic replica globe ever made that
appeared in scores of photographs throughout the Life Pictorial Atlas.
The atlas was designed not only as a valuable collection of reference
maps but also a provocative guide towards understanding man’s world
in the space age.
The Life Pictorial Atlas included a dramatic series of globes to
illustrate the latest theory that the Earth had gradually grown in size.
The full text accompanying the illustrations of the geological globes
explained the concept in greater detail:
“The Changing Earth
The globes on this page illustrate one theory of the evolution of the
continents. Graduated in size (from top to bottom) and dated from
about 500 million years ago to the present, they also illustrate the
theory that the Earth itself has grown in size since the very
beginning of its existence. The expanding-globe theory suggests
that the Earth began as a mass of cold radioactive dust which
gradually warmed up over aeons. It began to expand, fracturing its
relatively light crust and creating thousand-mile-long ridges that
sundered existing land masses. The present-day shape of the
continents seems to suggest that some of them were once joined
together. It can be seen that South America and the west coast of
Africa, for example, closely resemble related pieces of a gigantic
jigsaw puzzle (bottom globe). Evidence based on the nature of the
Earth’s rock layers and shifts of the polar icecaps seems to confirm
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the theory that all of the present-day continents were in radically
different relationships to each other in times past (top three globes).”1

*
In 1964 a collection of invited geological papers were published as a
book, Advancing Frontiers in Geology and Geophysics, by the Indian
Geophysical Union. This volume was in honour of Professor M.S.
Krishnan, a geologist and geophysicist of some standing and
international reputation, as a celebration of his sixty-fifth birthday and
with the hope that the volume would be a useful addition to the
literature of Earth Sciences.
Several of the invited papers discussed the radical theory of
continental drift within their general framework. A few discussed it in
detail: J.T. Wilson’s paper was entitled, Submarine Ridges as a key to the
1

From: The Life Pictorial Atlas of the World (1961).

Fig 1. The Life Pictorial Atlas of the World, a coffee table book published in 1961 by Time
Incorporated. It is open where a dramatic series of globes illustrated the changing Earth
over geological time, illustrating how the Earth might have looked at 500, 180, 30 million
years ago, with a final illustration of the Earth as it is today. The text explained how the
globes had been deliberately graduated in size to illustrate the theory that the Earth itself
has grown in size.
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pattern of the motion of Continents since Triassic Time and L.C. King’s
paper was Polar wandering or Continental Drift?
One of the invited papers was about Earth expansion; Thoughts about
an Expanding Globe, by Rhodes W. Fairbridge from Columbia
University, New York City. This paper’s abstract described how,
“Recent developments in the exploration of ocean basins suggest
that they are largely of youthful origin, and floored by basaltic crust,
isotope dates of which are exclusively Cenozoic. Theoretical
consideration of the Gravitational Constant, of mantle-core
evolution, of its geodetic consequences due to mass displacement in
the crust, polar shifts, and paleo-geographic development, all
converge to support a concept of a geologically youthful expansion
of the globe.”1
He explained how a number of geologists and geophysicists had
already reached similar conclusions starting from different points of
view.
“O.C. Hilgenberg (of Berlin) from a morphological viewpoint
(1933); Havemann from rotational differences between core and
mantle (1952); L. Egyed (of Budapest) from a dynamic
consideration of the Earth’s interior (1956a, 1957), and on
paleogeographical grounds (1956b); S.W. Carey (of Tasmania) from
a reconstruction of continents in the style of Wegener (1958); J.T.
Wilson (1963) on geotectonic grounds; and Bruce Heezen (of
Lamont Geological Observatory) on the basis of the form and
nature of the mid-ocean rifts (1959, 1962). A Russian interpretation
was recently offered by Ivanenko and Segitov (1961).”2
Fairbridge proposed that the rate of expansion could be estimated
by considering that the ancient Earth was a “proto-crust wherein all
the continental units are joined, and all ocean basins eliminated”. He
had constructed his own model using “a round basket-ball bladder”
that was inflated to 30 cm in diameter with continental units glued to
the bladder in their present position. The bladder was then slowly
deflated to 20 cm diameter.
“In this way almost all the ocean areas disappeared and the
‘continents’ came together; an exception remained in the central
and western Pacific, which, much reduced, still remained as open
area (fig. 5). No further reduction in size was possible without

Fairbridge (1964).
Fairbridge (1964). N.B. Hilgenberg’s initials were incorrectly given as O.O. in the
original publication but have been corrected in this quote.
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disengaging segments and ‘forcing’ a considerable continental
drift.”1

Fairbridge’s “fig. 5” were sketches of an expanding globe taken from
his experimental rubber model. The sketches had originally been
prepared for the Life Pictorial Atlas of the World published by Time in
1961.

Carey’s discovery of Earth expansion
By far the most well-known geologist to discover Earth expansion was
Carey. The concept was all very new for him in the 1960s. It was at the
1956 Continental Drift conference he had organised in Tasmania that
he first realised that a smaller diameter Earth resolved many of the
problems he saw with Continental Drift.
During the 1940s and early 50s Carey found that he had increasing
difficulty in reassembling the continents on an ancient Earth as his
reconstructions of the continents became more accurate. Wegener’s
concept was that all the continents of the ancient Earth must have
been joined together in an ancient Pangaea but as Carey made
accurate reconstructions he found it was impossible to reassemble all
the continents together without introducing a gap in the
reconstruction.
During the 1950s Carey had made a 30 inch diameter scale model
of the Earth to investigate the fit of the continents during continental
dispersion. This reconstruction was what disproved Jeffrey’s claim of
a poor fit between Africa and South America. Yet, using moulded
plastic film also confirmed that it was impossible to assemble Pangaea
without a gap appearing on its perimeter somewhere. However he
reconstructed Pangaea there was always a gap that appeared,
extending from the perimeter right to the centre. The gap looked like
a slice of pie that someone had stolen. What was this gap? (See Fig. 2:
Carey’s early reconstruction).
At an early stage in his investigations Carey went to some pains to
ensure that he compared and transferred shapes and sizes of the
continental blocks accurately. He spent years accurately plotting large
projections for Africa and South America, including every piece of the
Earth’s crust. He combined this with spherical tracings from the globe
on his specially built spherical table. He tried to reconstruct the
continents in multiple ways but was frustrated to find he could never
construct a whole Pangaea. He could easily reconstruct any particular
sector he chose but could never continue the reconstruction around
1
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the whole globe. If he started from South America and continued
around the world by the time he reached Indonesia there was a
yawning gulf to Australia even though he felt sure from the orocline
mountain building region that Idonesia and Australia belonged
together. Yet if he started from Australia and Indonesia he couldn’t
close the Arctic.
Carey had produced detailed reconstructions of many of the areas
around the Pacific and these indicated that Australia had been closer
to many of its neighbouring continents in the past. He had separately
restored the regions around Alaska, Japan, south-east Asia, and the
Philippines.
Carey wasn’t particularly happy with the global reconstruction he
presented at the Hobart Continental Drift Conference that showed all
the continents reconstructed together as one land mass. He called it a
“Draft assembly of Pangaea” doubtlessly to indicate that he thought it
still required adjustment. In this reconstruction he only managed to
join all the continents together by leaving a large gap between Eurasia
and Australia. This was a gap that he knew could never have really
existed because his separate detailed reconstructions showed how
Eurasia and Australia had been connected. Carey wasn’t satisfied with
the reconstruction and the other participants also discussed the large
gap in Carey’s global reconstruction. Edmund D. Gill, from the
National Museum of Victoria in Australia, gave a talk about the
distribution of life in the Lower Devonian period and described how
the similarity of fossils at that time indicated that South Africa and
South America were joined. He agreed this indicated Continental
Drift was true. On the other hand, Carey’s reconstruction presented
at the conference showed that Victoria and the Southern Shan States
were even further apart in the past. It was clear Carey’s draft assembly
of Pangaea had produced radial gaps separating those regions that the
local geological and fossil history tied together. The Lower Devonian
faunas indicated these two land masses were joined just as closely as
they are today so Gill wondered “why South-East Asia was not nearer
to Australia in view of the similarity of their Lower Devonian faunas.”1
During these symposium discussions Carey suddenly realised that
his reconstructions of Pangaea merely required a smaller diameter
Earth to remain connected. He had become so frustrated that he had
been tempted to abandon the whole assembly but suddenly the reason
they didn’t fit became clear. It wasn’t his method that was at fault, but
his assumption that the Earth was the same size as the Earth of today.
The assembly of Pangaea was not possible on an Earth of the present
radius but on a smaller radius globe those difficulties vanished. By the
1
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Fig 2. Carey’s draft
assembly of Pangea
submitted at the 1956
Continental Drift
Symposium meeting.
Plate tectonic
reconstructions would
adopt virtually the
same configuration
nearly a decade later
but rechristen it the
“Bullard Fit”.

end of the symposium he had realised that “a coherent integral
assembly is only possible on a globe of smaller radius.”1 The years of
work attempting to reconstruct a constant diameter model suddenly
combined with other anomalies to convince Carey that the
reconstructions could never work for the whole globe. By varying the
diameter of the Earth the gap could gradually be reduced in area until
it disappeared completely.

Heezen discovers Earth expansion
The whole concept of a world wide rift was also causing Bruce Heezen
problems in the late 1950s. What was causing this expanding rift? If
these same rifts were found in the Pacific then it almost seemed that
the whole world needed to be expanding. Heezen first wrote about
the problems and his proposed solution of expansion in 1958 but he
must have been considering it for some time before then. It seems
likely he was also one of the independent discoverers of Earth
expansion.
In 1958 Heezen gave his first published talk on the subject of Earth
expansion. In the audience was one of his close colleagues, Henry
1
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Menard, who later recounted in his own book, The Ocean of Truth1, that
his impressions of the speech could be fairly summarised by the talks
abstract:
“The major question involved in continental displacement remains
the forces of displacement. If the original hypothesis of Taylor that
all the continental blocks are moving toward the North Pacific is
true, then the extensional features of the ocean basins’ floors could
be well explained, unless, of course, the North Pacific turned out
also to be under extension. In this case we would be forced to
assume an extension of the ocean floors in general. Since the North
Pacific seems to differ in no fundamental way from other ocean
floors it seems necessary to reject the Taylor thesis. Our other
alternatives are to assume all the continents are being compressed to
compensate for oceanic extension or to appeal to an expansion of
the mantle perhaps by a phase change at the core mantle boundary.
This latter hypothesis has been little considered by geologists and in
view of the arguments presented in this paper seems worthy of
more serious investigation.”2
Menard noted that the talk cited no references even though
everything quoted above had already been published in very similar
form by Carey. He formed the impression that,
“Heezen was in the process of becoming yet another independent
discoverer of the expansion hypothesis. Even his main figure
resembled Carey’s cartoon of ridge development. My own memories
are that Bruce was talkative about the possibility of an expanding
Earth but that he lacked any strong convictions in the period from
1958 to 1960.”3
Heezen pointed out that continental displacement can be
accommodated in two very different ways. The first by Continental
Drift, in which continental blocks float on and move through the
denser ocean floor. In this case there should be compression across
one side of the continent and extension right along the opposite side.
The second by expansion of the interior of the Earth, where the solid
and differentiated crust breaks up until the individual blocks become
separated by the insertion of newly derived mantle material. In this
case there should be extension in all oceanic zones. The continental
margins of all the coasts of the continents seemed to give evidence of
extension. It seemed to Menard that Heezen not only seemed to be
1
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unaware of Carey, he also seemed unaware of the other suggestions
about Earth expansion at that time.

Heezen presents expansion at the 1959
International Oceanographic Congress
In the summer of 1959 Bruce’s father died and on returning to New
York a month later he had his first heart attack. He spent three weeks
in hospital and recovered just in time for the International
Oceanographic Congress in September. This was the first of its kind
and Bruce wasn’t going to let a weak heart hinder him. He presented
thirteen papers covering a range of aspects on the exciting new
discoveries about the ocean floor. One of the talks discussed Earth
expansion.
Heezen’s talks received much coverage in the press but his talk
about the concept of Earth expansion received even more attention,
not all of it complimentary. On the ninth day of the conference, 8th
September 1959, the New York Herald Tribune headline was, Earth
Seen Expanding Like Ripening Orange. The Tribune article began,
“Dr. Bruce C. Heezen of Columbia University has stirred up his
fellow oceanographers with an ‘outrageous hypothesis’. The Earth,
says the thirty-six year-old research associate, has been expanding
over the millennia as if it were a slowly ripening orange.”
That description of the expanding Earth was not really how Heezen
envisaged it but the Tribune went on to explain how the theory had
been a major talking point at the conference,
“All week long the delegates at the International Oceanographic
Congress meeting here pondered on Dr. Heezen’s speculations…
One said: ‘It explains all the facts beautifully, but I can’t believe it.
Do you believe it, Dr. Heezen?’ Another, in a major speech today,
commented: ‘We know so little about the problem of the continents
we should not reject even the idea of an expanding Earth.’ Another
simply cried: ‘Impossible.’”
Menard noted later in his own book that it seemed to him that this
second talk on expansion presented at the International
Oceanographic Congress in 1959 was ‘bolder in advocating
expansion’ than his first had been in 1958. Unfortunately he also
noted that by the time the printed version was published Heezen
appeared less enthusiastic and ‘the printed word said no more than
the following’:
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“The location of the Mid-Oceanic Ridge, oft cited as a remnant of
the original continental rift, opposes Continental Drift since it seems
to require that the continents drift in several directions at the same
time. A possible way out of this dilemma is to postulate an
expanding Earth; but, in view of the meager evidence now
available, this may seem too drastic and may itself have other more
serious objections of astronomical nature.”1

It seemed that Bruce Heezen was already starting to learn to be
nervous about how much he said about Earth expansion in public.

Carey’s Expansion Theory in America
As previously mentioned, Carey delivered complete courses detailing
his concept of Continental Drift and Earth expansion at many
American and Canadian Universities during the academic year 1959
to 1960. During this exhausting lecture tour Carey was also able to
refine Earth expansion. The English cosmologist Paul A.M. Dirac had
proposed in 1937 that the Universal Gravitational Constant2, denoted
by a large G, should vary over the age of the universe. It should
become less as time progressed, implying that everything should
weigh less as time went on. This would imply that the Earth would
have also have expanded because the minerals within the Earth would
have been able to relax and change to less dense forms throughout the
age of the Earth.
Dirac’s idea of a reduction in large G was taken up by Professor
Robert Dicke, of Princeton physics school, and Professor C. Brans who
developed this concept further in a series of papers beginning in 1957.
Knowing that this concept would be of interest to Carey, Harry Hess
invited Dicke to visit Yale in 1959 to discuss the geological evidence for
expansion. Carey soon realised that “the amount of expansion from
decline in G was less than [he believed] had occurred, and its
distribution in time was different.”3 Carey reasoned that change in
large G couldn’t be the cause of the large amount of expansion he saw.
Carey tells us that the expanding Earth theory did win some
approval: “some seeds did fall on fertile soil and took root, only to be
choked off later when subduction weeds grew rank”.4
1
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Bruce Heezen proposes expansion in
Scientific American
Bruce Heezen’s next publication mentioning the expanding Earth was
in the Scientific American journal in 1960. His main theme was to
describe the gigantic sinuous rift system and evidence for large-scale
Continental Drift but after presenting the material he then compared
the data to the various hypotheses available to explain the
phenomenon observed. He compared it with classic Continental Drift,
mantle convection drift (the term Plate Tectonics hadn’t been
proposed yet) and Earth expansion. For Earth expansion he noted
that:
“In an attempt to overcome this dilemma I have recently suggested
that the Earth is neither shrinking nor remaining the same size;
rather, it is expanding. If the Earth were expanding and the
continents remained the same size additional crust would have to be
formed in the oceans. This is apparently just what is happening in
the mid-ocean rift valleys.”1
Heezen discussed the amount of expansion required. Although a
recent paper in Nature by Wilson had limited this expansion to a very
low level Heezen believed that it was possible for phase changes in the
Earth’s core to cause a large expansion so that continents “once
covered the entire surface of the smaller Earth with an unbroken shell
of granitic material.” In essence he was stating that a small expansion
as envisaged by Wilson didn’t explain the features he saw.

Arthur Holmes considers Earth expansion
Arthur Holmes decided to leave Edinburgh University and formally
retire in 1956 when he was sixty-six. In the same year of his retirement
both the Geological Societies of London and America presented him
with their highest awards for his “outstanding accomplishment in
geology”. On his retirement Holmes immediately started to revise his
geological text book, Principles of Physical Geology. It turned into a
mammoth task taking him the rest of his life. The second edition2 was
almost three times the original first edition and was finished just a few
months before he died in September 1965.
Having achieved such outstanding acclaim as an early originator of
what was soon to renamed Plate Tectonics, perhaps most people
1
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would have avoided including anything controversial in his new book,
but Holmes wasn’t most people. Holmes’s active intellect was still
seeking to unlock new mysteries of the Earth right up to his death. His
new interest was the Expanding Earth theory. In many ways this
concept must have seemed like a replay of his earlier interests in the
revolutionary subjects of the Age of the Earth and Continental Drift.
Once again it must have crossed his mind that it might be prudent not
to include such a controversial theory in the new edition of his book.
But once again he did include it.
In the first edition of his book Principles of Physical Geology published
in 1944, Holmes had added a complete chapter about Continental
Drift. By 1965, he had moved on to include a chapter about Earth
expansion and described how,
“There is now ample evidence for seriously considering the
hypothesis that expansion of the interior of our planet may have
played a dominant role in geological history and the evolution of
surface features.”1
Holmes’s chapter provides a snapshot of many of the pioneers of
Earth expansion in 1965. He describes how a South African
astronomer, J.K.E. Halm, had challenged the traditional faith in Earth
contraction by considering stellar evolution. Halm proposed in 1935
that the Earth’s original density was considerably higher than it is now.
If the atoms were closely packed they might lose some or all of their
electron shells to allow the density to rise to abnormal figures. This
phenomenon reaches its limit in white dwarf stars. If this original
density of the Earth was higher at that time the ancient Earth would
have been smaller. In 1940 J. Keindl had also returned to the idea of
a slow expansion of the Earth caused by the degeneration of high
density material over time.
Holmes also described the work of the German geophysicist Ott C.
Hilgenberg in detail. Hilgenberg had shown in his 1933 book, Vom
Wachsenden Erdball2 (The Growing Earth), how terrestrial expansion
would bring about the splitting and gradual dispersal of the continents
as they moved radially outward during geological time, while
upwelling from the mantle would fill up the gaps to increase the area
of the ocean basins. A schematic illustration based on Hilgenberg’s
detailed globes indicated the effects of expansion of the Earth’s
interior on the original crust. The primordial continents were
stretched and then fragmented, until they gradually separated as they
moved apart due to the Earth’s increasing volume. Hilgenberg also
1
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Fig 3. The 2nd edition of Holmes’ highly popular geological text book published in 1965.
It is open at the page with a schematic illustration showing the effects of Earth expansion
(after O.C. Hilgenberg, 1933). Holmes devoted a chapter to discussing The Expanding
Earth and offers an excellent snapshot of thoughts about Earth expansion in the mid1960s.

had a different mechanism for the cause of expansion, proposing that
the interior of the Earth had increased in mass as well as volume.

A Joint Statement about Expansion
The early 1960s were a very turbulent time for Bruce Heezen and
Marie Tharp. At Lamont there were widely different opinions
evolving about the ocean floor. At first Maurice “Doc” Ewing preferred
the conventional fixist view of no Continental Drift which had been
the established view for the last 50 years. As more data came in from
the research ships he reluctantly started to move towards the opposing
continental dispersion view. The most extreme view in his mind was
the expansionist view that the continents were being forced to drift
apart by Earth expansion. Ewing found he could never agree this was
remotely possible. It seemed almost inevitable that the controversy
would eventually lead to a breakup of the working relationship
between the team of Heezen and Tharp, and their boss Maurice Ewing.
Eventually the relationship between Ewing and Heezen broke down
completely in a very public and spectacular fashion. Heezen had been
on the research ships at least once a year since he joined Lamont in
1947. But then, in 1958 he was denied access to any ships. Even his
friends weren’t sure why. Menard gained the “impression that he had
had a heart attack and was barred from sea for that reason.” But on
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the other hand, in 1958 he had “emerged from hospital, given 13
papers at the Congress, and changed a flat tire one night while driving
home. So the heart attack did not keep him from sea in 1960 and
1961.”1 Worst was to come. Heezen was officially cut off from all the
data the ships were providing. No data would mean no more maps of
the ocean floor could be produced. Heezen and Tharp found an
enterprising solution to overcome this particular problem. During the
early 1960s the data they needed to complete their maps of the ocean
floors was provided by “midnight requisitions” when everyone else
had gone home.
Menard recalled how there was an “unusual joint statement” that
hinted at the increasing tension between Heezen and Ewing and also
clarified the reason for the strain. First the statement explained the
ideas they both agreed on,
“The present authors have concluded that the rifted-mid-ridge is
dominated by extensional deformation”
but then noted their differences,
“…However, each favor a different primary mechanism of the
deformation in their estimates of the amount of extension
indicated.” Ewing “favors a mechanism drawn by mantle
convection, while Heezen … believes that the extension results
primary from the internal expansion of the Earth.”2
They couldn’t have made it any plainer. Heezen was remaining
adamant that the Earth had expanded even when his boss told him it
hadn’t.
Heezen and Ewing’s “unusual joint statement” appeared in the
scientific paper, The Mid-Oceanic Ridge and Its Extension Through the
Arctic Basin, which was published in the Geology of the Arctic in 1961. By
this time this very public falling-out not only meant that Heezen was
denied access to the Lamont ships or its data, it also meant his ability
to play an active role in the rapid developments in the Earth sciences
in general, and the further development of his ideas about expansion
in particular were very effectively stopped. One historian who studied
this period in detail is H.E. Le Grand, from the Department of History
and Philosophy of Science in the University of Melbourne, and he
describes in his book Drifting Continents and Shifting Theories how,
“Heezen became a virtual spectator on the ‘revolution’ occurring
around him and he did not further articulate the brief sketches of
the Expansionist program he had already given”.3
1
2
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*
Although Heezen found he had been virtually stopped from
researching into Earth expansion he still tried to write about it,
particularly in some British publications. Keith Runcorn edited a
collection of papers that were published in the book Continental Drift1
in 1962. In this assemblage of essays workers in several fields of Earth
science considered the hypothesis in the light of current evidence and
concepts. Rapid advances in the study of palaeomagnetism received
particular emphasis and the several principles and methods involved
in this study were outlined. These were all trying to solve the problem
of seafloor spreading and Continental Drift from varying theoretical
viewpoints. Dietz spoke on seafloor spreading, Heezen argued for
spreading and drifting on the surface of an expanding Earth, VeningMeinesz proposed the convection model, and Vacquier restated his
arguments that offsets of magnetic anomaly patterns showed largescale lateral displacements of the seafloor. Although they all agreed
that continental dispersion had occurred there were differing
explanations to account for it.2
Heezen supposed that expansion was caused by a volume
enlargement within the core of the Earth. It was this volume increase
that had forced the ancient crust to split, separating the super
continent, while the space between the continents was filled with new
mantle material. This explanation separated the enlargement process
in the core from the process occurring in the mantle.

Heezen and Tharp’s Paper in the 1965
Symposium on Continental Drift
As part of a 1965 symposium on Continental Drift Bruce Heezen and
Marie Tharp were able to report on their investigations of the Atlantic
and Indian Ocean floor. The paper by Heezen and Tharp, still
officially from the Department of Geology and Lamont Geological
Observatory in Columbia University, was entitled Tectonic fabric of the
Atlantic and Indian oceans and Continental Drift3. It began by reviewing
the new studies of the ocean floor around the Indian Ocean. Most of
the paper was a review of the new features discovered on the ocean
3

Le Grand (1988), p 224.
Runcorn (1962).
2 See Le Grand (1988, p 201) for a discussion of this book.
3 Heezen and Tharp (1965).
1
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floor but tucked away at the end of the paper was the observation that
these seemed to indicate that the Earth was expanding.
“A simple convection current pattern is not favoured for the
explanation of these features. The tectonic pattern of the Indian
Ocean floor seems particularly difficult to explain in terms of
oceanic spreading. Although there are many unsolved problems
and some evidence which apparently is adverse to this concept, the
writers believe that a general expansion of the Earth better explains
the sea floor tectonic fabric than the recently popular convection
current hypothesis.”1

The Harassment
Until this point most of the antagonism to ideas about Earth
expansion had been directed towards Heezen. However, the closer
collaboration between Heezen and Tharp soon meant that she began
to feel some of the hostility.
In 1965 Heezen was requested to urgently see Ewing and Worzel
and told that he would be requested to “leave Lamont on July 1, 1965,
if he did not “change his ways”. He was told “you know what we
mean”.2 Heezen said he didn’t know what they meant. Tharp was the
next to feel Ewing’s displeasure and it became so constant Heezen and
Tharp eventually began to refer to this period as The Harassment.
Later it became apparent, after consulting a lawyer, that Heezen
couldn’t be fired because he had tenure as a professor, although he did
find that he has been prohibited from spending any of his grant
money. All payments for equipment, supplies, service, travel and
personnel had been stopped. Without control over his own grants he
would be unable to pay anyone’s salary, including Tharp’s when she
worked on the maps of the ocean floor. In 1965 Tharp underwent
surgery and began working from home while she recuperated. She
never returned to Lamont, seemingly preferring the remoteness from
Lamont.
*
The pressure soon started to affect how much Heezen and Tharp
were prepared to admit in public.

1
2
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In 1966 Heezen and Tharp published another paper about the
Indian Ocean Floor, Physiography of the Indian Ocean1. The observation
that Earth expansion explained the data better was gone.
Heezen was also feeling the restrictions of not being allowed to use
the Lamont data. After the annual meeting of the American
Geophysical Union held in Washington on 17 - 20 April 1967, Heezen
expressed some of his frustration to Menard. He told him that
Menard’s own talk was one, “he wished he had given himself. It was,
in fact, just the kind of analysis that he would have done had he not
been forbidden to use Lamont data.”2

Hilgenberg - Palaeomagnetism on
an expanding Earth
Many people seem to think that Ott C. Hilgenberg only produced one
book in 1933 about Earth expansion but that is far from true. In
practice Hilgenberg remained convinced the Earth had expanded and
continued to work on the concept for decades. The major hindrance
to further progress was the monumental events conspiring to prevent
him from developing the concept much further.
By the time his Vom Wachsenden Erdball book was published in 1933
he had a young daughter and he was pleased to be appointed as a
regular assistant to the TH Berlin Institute of Kinetics in 1934.
Unfortunately, this was also the time when the Nazi party began its rise
to power in Germany. When Hilgenberg refused to join the Nazi party
out of principle he automatically relinquished any possibility of
further promotion within the department.
By the beginning of World War Two in 1939 Hilgenberg was
working as a consultant for international literature in the fields of
natural sciences and engineering at the Berlin TH library. As the war
progressed he was interrupted by frequent calls from the city’s
defence and air-raid warning service. During the Battle of Berlin in
1945 Hilgenberg was drafted to defend the university and in the
fighting that ensued he was shot. The bullet lodged in his left upper
arm and for a long time afterwards his arm remained paralysed. After
the fighting was over all the streets were blocked with rubble so he was
forced to walk through the underground train system until he reached
Ruhleben Station at the western terminus of the underground train
line.
1
2
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After the war Hilgenberg was fortunate to receive extra food rations
for his family since he was considered a “brain-worker” because of his
scientific publications. From 1945 to 1946 he travelled into the Soviet
occupied zone many times to recover thousands of library books
belonging to the Berlin TH. He also worked on his thesis, Die
Bruchstruktur der sialischen Erdkruste (The Faulting Structure of the
Earth’s Sialic Crust) and was awarded his Dr. Ing. degree at what now
became the Berlin Technical University (TU). With the worsening
political situation he became unemployed in 1950 and remained
unemployed except for the odd job offered by the government’s work
creation measures or when he sometimes found work as a free-lance
scientist at the Berlin TU. This employment at the university also
enabled him to continue to publish various scientific papers about
geological and physical subjects.
By the late-1950s Hilgenberg had been following the results
obtained from the new palaeomagnetic data with great interest and
had noted the results reported in the 1956 Hobart Continental Drift
Symposium and elsewhere. He was particularly interested in the 1960
suggestions by Eyged, about using the palaeomagnetic data to
determine ancient radius, and an ensuing 1961 debate in Nature
between Carey, Cox and Doell.1 He believed he could add to the
discussion and began to look at the new results being extracted from
palaeomagnetic data to see if he could throw new illumination on the
problem of expansion.
Many of Hilgenberg’s publications were in German but in July 1962
he outlined his thoughts in English and these were published in
September as a paper, Rock Magnetism and the Earth’s Palaeopoles2, in the
science journal Geofisica pura e applicate. This journal was later
rebranded as Pure and Applied Geophysics and continues to publish
original scientific contributions in the fields of solid Earth,
atmospheric and oceanic sciences.
*
In 1966 Hilgenberg published another paper continuing the theme in
even greater detail: Die Paläogeographie der expandierenden Erde vom
Karbon bis zum Tertiär nach paläomagnetischen Messungen (The
palaeogeography of the expanding Earth from the Carboniferous to the Tertiary
period as evidenced by palaeomagnetic data)3. This paper was written in
1
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Hilgenberg (1962).
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German but the abstract was provided in multiple languages: German,
French, Russian and English. The English abstract read:
“The palaeogeography of the expanding Earth from the
Carboniferous to the Tertiary period as evidenced by
palaeomagnetic data: The purpose of this article is to show that the
geography on six model globes, e.g. the distribution of the sialic
continental blocks and of the simic ocean floors on these model
globes, is in agreement with most of the data given by E. Irving in
his lists of palaeomagnetic directions and pole positions until the
end of 1968. This is shown in thirty-six photographs of Earth model
globes for the Carboniferous, Permian, Triassic, Jurassic,
Cretaceous, and Eocene periods, the globes having diameters equal
to 69%, 72%, 75%, 78%, 84%, and 92% respectively of the present
diameter of the Earth. For the time in question about 350 mean
declinations and inclinations at sites scattered over the whole Earth
were taken from these lists and used in plotting about 125 great
circles on the six globes, each great circle having two poles and two
equatorial points. These poles and equatorial points are in complete
agreement with the chosen distribution of the ancient continents
and with the chosen proportions of the Earth’s expansion.”1
The paper was a comprehensive appraisal of the evidence that the
palaeomagnetic results collected so far fitted an expanding Earth
better than a constant-sized Earth. The paper, complete with detailed
tables and diagrams of the palaeomagnetic data covered over fifty
pages and included detailed globe reconstructions showing the
positions of the poles. The article started with a detailed discussion of
the method of determining the position of the poles on an expanding
Earth using palaeomagnetic data. Then the problems encountered
when the magnetic data was fitted to a constant-sized Earth were
reviewed and how these disappeared once expansion of the Earth was
assumed. All the palaeomagnetic data obtained by various workers was
then presented in a table and the palaeomagnetic data was used to
reconstruct the poles on detailed representations of the globes. The
globes for the different ages were displayed on various pages: the
Permian (Perm-Modellglobus), the Carboniferous (KarbonModellglobus), the Triassic (Trias-Modellglobus), and finally the
Jurassic (Jura-Modellglobus) globes. The movement of both the North
and South poles over time was reconstructed from all this data and
shown on two maps covering the period from the Precambrian to the
Eocene.
1
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The Newcastle Symposium of 1967
In 1967 the NATO Advanced Study Institute funded an event
organised by the School of Physics at the University of Newcastle upon
Tyne, from 29 March to 4 April. The director of the School of Physics
at the University of Newcastle was Professor S. Keith Runcorn.
Amongst the more well-known names of the time who contributed an
article to the event were Robert Dicke from Princeton, Lazlo Egyed
from the Geophysical Institute, Ted Irving from the Dominion
Observatory, Pascual Jordan from Univerität Hamburg and Neil
Opdyke of Lamont Geological Observatory.
Two years later, the proceedings were published as a book entitled,
The Application of Modern Physics to The Earth and Planentary Interiors1,
with Runcorn acting as editor. One of the main themes addressed by
the conference was the subject of Earth expansion. In fact these
expansion papers are the first papers listed in the report of the
proceedings of the symposium.
Other people were present who didn’t have any papers published.
“Professor K.M. Creer” was thanked because he “contributed greatly
to the planning of the programmes of sections”. Creer was well-known
by then for producing maps illustrating Earth expansion after he had
discussed it with Carey. We also know from other sources that
Hilgenberg was also invited to present a paper and travelled there in
his Volkswagen Beetle car, but he doesn’t have any papers listed in the
published proceedings either. In fact he is never mentioned in the
report of the event apart from one oblique reference in one of the
other papers. Even this reference fails to note he had first published
about Earth expansion over three decades previously, before some of
the participants were even born.
The symposium considered the hypothesis of Earth expansion first
in several separate sections. The first section about expansion
considered the theoretical considerations about a varying Universal
Gravity with papers by Gilbert, McVittie and Roxburgh. The next
section addressed the problem of detecting a change in Universal
Gravity with contributions by Kanasewich, Savage and Runcorn
himself. The third section looked at the theoretical aspects of the
hypothesis of Earth expansion with contributions by Jordan, Egyed
and Beck. The final section looked at the geological and geophysical
evidence related to expansion with contributions by the Termiers,
Dearnley, Irving, Van Andel and Hospers.
The two Termiers clearly outlined the problems of expansion by
starting their article with the observation that,
1
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“All palaeographical arguments that are, in general, in favour of
Continental Drift are also in favour of the hypothesis of the Earth’s
expansion.” Although it was relatively easy to “reconstruct the
primitive continental assemblage … we meet many difficulties with
the Tethys, some of them being inherent in the notable difference in
the relative orientation between Eurasian and African axes with
regard to their present ones … if the Earth’s diameter is constant.”1

Having considered various clues such as Banded Iron Ores, Ocean
regressions and Glaciations they concluded that,
“at all events global palaeogeography does not display any
arguments against Earth expansion.”2
Holmes had died only a few years before the symposium, so
Dearnley was still influenced by his appraisal of expansion. He quoted
Holmes’s conclusion that:
“‘there is now ample evidence for seriously considering the
hypothesis that expansion of the interior of our planet may have
played a dominant role in geological history and the evolution of
surface features’ (Holmes, p. 965).”3
Runcorn was a close colleague of Creer, who had reproduced his
own expanding Earth reconstructions after discussing it with Carey,
and he thought that “Viewing Creer’s reconstruction purely as an
observation, unencumbered by questions of the effect of its acceptance
on theories of the Earth’s evolution, it appears striking but, hard to
evaluate”. He was obviously struggling to come to terms with what he
was seeing but he reasoned:
“Creer has carefully evaluated a previous observation that the
continental blocks, now covering about a quarter of the Earth’s
surface, would fit together rather well as a complete spherical shell
on a globe of radius of about a half of the present one. Some
objection could be raised to the method by which the blocks are
bent to accommodate a smaller radius of curvature and, of course,
there is an arbitrary element in the choice of the edge of the
continental shelf, although there is no doubt that the 500 fathom
isobath is a better boundary to the continental blocks than the
present coastlines. The fit of Europe and North America and South
America and Africa is so good that it has been accepted as among
the most convincing arguments for the drifting apart of these
continents and the goodness of the fit — the exceptions, Iceland
1
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and the Niger delta, are post-drift — accords with the recent time
(5% of the Earth’s life) of this Continental Drift episode. The fit
Creer finds of the other continental boundaries is less good but, as
he supposes this shell to have been disrupted soon after the Earth’s
origin, this reconstruction of the globe 4000 million years ago seems
plausible. To suppose this fit corresponds to the situation an order
of magnitude more recent in time, as Cary and Heezen have
argued, results in a very rapid rate of expansion (0.5 to 1 cm/year)
and raises insuperable difficulties about the Pre-Cambrian history of
the Earth. On the other hand, to suppose the present shapes of the
continental blocks have been substantially unchanged for 4 - 5 eons
is equivalent to rejecting the idea of the gradual separation of sialic
material from the mantle, implicit in the theory of the growth of
continents. It would be a view easier to accommodate if the Earth
had once been molten and its differentiation a brief episode at its
origin. …”1

Perhaps the main point to note is that Runcorn had convinced
himself that any expansion, if it occurred at all, must have taken place
in the remote past since to propose otherwise, “as Carey and Heezen
have argued, results in a very rapid rate of expansion … and raises
insuperable difficulties …”2
Dearnley noted that “over the past decade there have been a
number of proponents of the hypothesis of an expanding Earth (e.g.
Egyed, Carey, Dicke, Heezen), although there seems not to have been
much agreement on the possible causes or the actual amount or rate
of expansion.”3 But in the published papers from the symposium
there wasn’t any disagreement. They all followed Runcorn’s thoughts
that a fast rate of expansion raised “insuperable difficulties”.
Egyed was clear that he was talking about the “slow expansion
hypothesis” of expansion. He started by explaining that:
“All the hypotheses have their empirical basis and can be supported
by observations as well as by theoretical considerations. In the
following we shall try to summarize the observations pointing
towards an expansion of the Earth and amounting to an increase of
0.65 ±0.15 mm/year in radius. Furthermore, some theoretical basis
of the expansion is suggested resulting in the same rate of radius
increase and some consequences will be considered.”4
Runcorn (1969), p 48.
Runcorn (1969), p 48.
3 Runcorn (1969), p 103.
4 Runcorn (1969), p 65.
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The concept of expansion itself had various lines of evidence that
seemed to support the concept. He highlighted the fact that:
“The expansion of the Earth offers the most simple explanation of
the formation of the continental crust and oceanic basins. On this
explanation, the primaeval Earth became a layered one by
spherically symmetrical differentiation, and a uniform continental
crust covering the whole surface was formed. The deviations of this
surface from the level surface would show a Gaussian distribution.
This primeval uniform crust disrupted under the effect of internal
expansion, and along the fracture lines the emerging denser
material of the deeper parts controlled by isostasy occupied a level
about 5 km deeper than the original crust, providing the base of the
first oceanic basins. ... Many properties characterizing the
continental and oceanic areas are plausible consequences of the
above simplified mechanism, e.g. the double maxima of the
hypsometric curve, reflected also in the frequency of the depth
distribution of the Molto-surface data ...; the possibility of matching
all the continents on a globe with a total surface area nearly equal to
that of the continental areas; etc.”1
Egyed was a well-known supporter of the slow expansion model
caused by decrease in the gravitational constant and presented the
case that there was empirical evidence “pointing towards an
expansion of the Earth”.2 He explained how the continental crust
would be fractured and illustrated this with photographs of the
“fracture patterns, caused by the increase of internal pressure in layers
of plaster solidified on an inflated football bladder”.3
Egyed considered that the,
“episode of Continental Drift started with the fracture system
separating the more or less contiguous Gondwanaland and Laurasia
into the main blocks of the actual continents. … Along the deep
fracture zone a steady convection of material started as a
consequence of the expansion of the Earth’s interior, the mass
transport adjusting the space deficiency arising from the density
increase, and near the surface a megatumour was formed. The
broken-up pieces of the original continental Pangaea found their
way onto the flanks of the megaundulations.”4
In his own article, Jordan repeated his arguments about the
Universal Constant of gravity causing an expansion of the Earth and
1
2
3
4
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recounted how he “became interested when his late friend Fisher in
New York made the remark [about] a marked expansion of the Earth
in the course of its history.”1 He also suggested his test to determine if
the gravitational constant was slowly reducing over time:
“Classical planetary astronomy — without radio echo — obtains
precision measurements of angular coordinates with deviations of
only about 10-7; in radial coordinates there remained relative
uncertainties of 10-4. Using radio echos these uncertainties can now
be reduced to about 10-6. Only in the case of the Moon, by the
application of orthogonal reflectors transported to the Moon and by
the application of lasers, may corresponding uncertainties be
reduced to 10-8 or even 10-9, so that here is a further possibility to
test Dirac’s hypothesis by precision measurements”2
In support of this hypothesised reduced gravitational constant he
also presented the evidence that the Earth was expanding, continuing
further on:
“Let us remember the sensational confirmation of Heezen’s concept
about the role of the oceanic rifts in the process of the spreading of
ocean floors, by the investigation of magnetic anomalies of the ocean
bottom parallel to these rifts (cf. Vine’, and also Cox, Dalrymple and
Doe). We can say now that this much discussed and doubted
spreading has ceased to be any hypothetical process: it is a fact.
Two different interpretational hypotheses are possible now.
(i) If there is no expansion (R = 0), then there must exist some
compensating compressional feature.
(ii) If there is not sufficient compensation, then expansion R>0
must unavoidably be inferred from oceanic spreading.”3

In support of expansion he also noted that the theory of Earth
expansion predicted “two preferred hypsographic levels on the Earth,
meaning the existence of a spatially constant thickness of sial.”4 In
contrast to this prediction from expansion he found that with other
theories,
“No attempt at all has been made to explain this fundamental
empirical fact—one has to state simply that in a large amount of
literature even mention of this fact is lacking. From this lack of any
attempt to explain the two-level situation we have to infer the
1
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impossibility of any explanation in such a manner that any plausible
process might be invented which could generate this splitting of
hypsographic levels—all known processes can only contribute to
destroying it; no process has been invented in any form of
hypothesis which would be able to restore it, after destruction, or to
maintain it against damage; erosion especially would be totally
unable to do so. Therefore also any change of this thickness in the
course of geological time cannot have been performed: this
thickness must be interpreted as a characteristic value of the
structure of the Earth, determined in the primary steps of the
Earth’s formation, and never changed in later ages.”1

To Jordan the only process that seemed to make sense was the
formation of a complete layer of continent crust, the sial layer, which
was then split apart by the expansion of the Earth. He considered that,
“expansion of the Earth could only tear this sialic skin into separate
lumps – oceanic areas originating between them.”2
Other authors thought the slow expansion model was the only one
that they could believe. Van Andel and Hospers concluded their
analysis of Earth radii from palaeomagnetic data by concluding that,
“it will be clear that an expansion rate as advocated by Egyed, [is]
more plausible than the fast expansion rates advocated by
Hilgenberg, Carey, van Hilten, and Heezen. These fast expansion
rates must hence be considered as implausible.”3
Beck attempted to calculate the energy changes in an expanding
Earth and concluded this model,
“immediately restricts the possible radial increase, using reasonable
primitive density distributions, to less than 100 km. Thus on
present-day knowledge radial increases of the order of 1000 km
seem improbable but radial increases of the order of 100 km cannot
yet be ruled out.”4
At the end of his article Dearnley concluded that,
“The combined results of each of these entirely different and
independent methods of estimation suggest a relatively uniform
rate of expansion of the Earth’s radius of about 0.65 ±0.15 mm/year
as far back as 4500 million years.”5
1
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Anyone who read the proceedings later must have thought that all
the evidence was overwhelmingly in favour of a changing gravitational
constant causing a constant small increase in the Earth’s diameter over
the lifetime of its entire history. Yet this isn’t quite the complete story.
Participants at the symposium might have thought it strange to note
that Hilgenberg was invited to read a paper but it never appeared in
the report of the proceedings. His daughter, Helge, clearly
remembers that he attended the symposium and took nine of his globe
reconstructions to the conference, although by the end of the
symposium he must have wished he had never accepted the invitation.
As his daughter later related:
“In 1967 Hilgenberg was invited to a meeting of the NATO
Advanced Study Institute in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England, to read
his paper: Why Earth expansion? Afterwards, several students helped
him carry his nine globe models into his VW-Beetle, but began
playing football with them, eventually destroying all of them.
Hilgenberg was totally shattered to see his life-time work literally
trodden on.”1
In addition to the destruction of his globes Hilgenberg also found
that his paper wasn’t to be included in the published proceedings.
Why was Hilgenberg’s paper2 never published? The most obvious
answer was because Hilgenberg had been promoting the same “fast
expansion rates advocated by Carey, van Hilten and Heezen”3 for over
three decades by that point in time. That is exactly what his globes
illustrated. He already had his paper prepared for publication but in
the end the only people whose papers appeared were those who
supported the concept of slow Earth expansion caused by a change in
universal gravity.
We can easily surmise why the evidence for the fast expansion model
of Earth expansion wasn’t included in the written record of the
proceedings. The convener and eventual editor of the papers
presented at the symposium was Runcorn who was convinced “a very
rapid rate of expansion … raises insuperable difficulties”.4 He simply
didn’t believe the fast expansion rate was believable, so any papers
supporting the fast expansion model were edited out.
Hilgenberg, H. (2003). In Why expanding Earth? p 47.
Hilgenberg (1967, 2015). N.B. Although the paper was not published in the
official proceedings, Hilgenberg produced a copy of his paper in June 1967 and
sent them to the attendees. In 2015 the paper was uploaded to the web with
permission of his daughter. It can be downloaded from:
https://dinox.org/abstract1967.html
3 Runcorn (1969), p 121.
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To people who only had access to the book containing the published
proceedings it must have seemed that there was virtually complete
agreement about the rate of Earth expansion at the conference.
Indeed this is the message most people repeated about expansion for
the next few decades.

Bruce Heezen and Marie Tharp appear to
Abandon Expansion
The Harassment directed towards Bruce Heezen and Marie Tharp
continued for years. In November 1967, Ewing informed Heezen that
he was “suspended from the Observatory” and his research grants
would be administered by somebody else. By the end of January 1968
Heezen was suspended from all activities except direction of the work
of his students. By April 1968 Tharp had been told her pay would be
withheld unless she stopped working with Heezen on their maps of
the ocean floor and moved back to Lamont. Heezen was once again
asked to resign but instead called a lawyer and drafted a letter insisting
he would not.
Considering his virtual banishment from Lamont for his beliefs it is
perhaps surprising that Heezen continued to promote expansion at
all. The reason seems to be that he failed to understand the deep
antagonism against expansion and perhaps believed that it would all
soon be forgotten. But after several years it must have become clear
that it wasn’t.
It would seem likely that Heezen eventually abandoned all hope of
convincing his fellow geologists that the concept of expansion was real
by the late 1960s. He started to say enough to make his colleagues
believe he had renounced all support for the theory. Marie Tharp
would later say that she considered it better to just show their fellow
geologists what was on the ocean floor with their maps, so we can
imagine that Marie Tharp would have advised Heezen that this was a
better method than engaging in open conflict.
This dismissal of expansion appeared to placate many of his
detractors and coincided with a reconciliation with Ewing. In April
1970, Ewing sent Heezen a letter saying that it was his “belief ” that the
suspension in place since November 10, 1967, “would be lifted.” But
while some constraints were lifted it was clear the problems weren’t
completely over and the letter continued, “… for the time being, you
will not be appointed any administration duties.” But in 1972 Ewing
resigned as director of Lamont to found a new division of Earth and
planetary sciences at the University of Texas, and any final restraints
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left from The Harassment period vanished. Tharp continued to work
from home and was rehired as a Lamont employee. Heezen was
allowed on Lamont ships again and Tharp eventually joined him.
There was also a new research tool in the form of small reconnaissance
submarines that could carry scientists down to the ocean floor and
Heezen was one of the first geologists on board eagerly looking at the
ocean floor with their own eyes.
It seemed to many that the young rebel had finally recanted his
early views of expansion. His conversion to the popular view was
certainly helping Heezen’s credibility as a leading geologist. The
virtual banishment from ships had been rescinded and he was now
back at sea doing the research he loved. His close friendship with
Tharp had become even closer during the banishment years so many
people considered them ‘a couple’.
By 1974 Heezen and Tharp were working on a panorama of the
ocean floor for National Geographic magazine showing the area around
Antarctica and this was published in the 1975 Atlas of the World. That
would prove to be the last map produced for the National Geographic
magazine but it was far from the last map ever produced. A major
project of a world map of the ocean floor was planned and started as
an independently produced enterprise. But in June 1977 geologists
were shocked to learn that Heezen had died suddenly of a heart attack
while in a submarine near Reykjanes Ridge, Iceland. Tharp was on the
research ship Discovery studying the Ridge from above. They had
recently completed their work on their World Ocean Floor Panorama
and each had proofs with them on their respective ships. Bruce
Heezen was 53 years old.
The heartache of losing Bruce wasn’t the final blow for Marie
Tharp. They still had a number of projects unfinished that she fully
expected to be able to complete as a final tribute to their work
together. When she attended a committee meeting to discuss the work
the chairman informed her that others were now taking over the
projects. She left the meeting in a daze. Later a committee member
came to her house and took all the in-progress maps, data, and
contours that were to be transferred to other scientists – “it was
forcibly stolen” she would say decades later, “I was crushed and
crushed and crushed”. A few years later she would also learn that she
had been made redundant from Lamont. She didn’t fight it.1
However, no one could stop the publication of the ocean floor map
because it had been independently financed. Tharp continued with
the map they had planned and the first copy of the World Ocean Floor
Panorama, conceptualised by Bruce Heezen and Marie Tharp, rolled
1
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off the presses in May 1978. The mid-ocean ridge snaked across the
Earth looking like a monstrous scar encircling the whole Earth just as
Tharp and Heezen had first imagined it in the 1950s.
The panorama won Tharp and Heezen the Hubbard Medal from
the National Geographic Society in October 1978, its highest award.
Tharp dedicated herself to producing and selling copies of their maps
worldwide, setting up and running Marie Tharp Maps. Their World
Ocean Floor Panorama was bought by schools, colleges and universities
worldwide and there were also many requests to reprint the maps in
various text books. It seemed that the maps of the ocean floor were
everywhere. By the 1990s the Library of Congress had decided to
create a Heezen-Tharp collection and Marie began the task of
transferring material. Today the collection is viewable online and a
copy of the World Ocean Floor Panorama can be viewed and downloaded
in high resolution versions from the Library of Congress.1 A few years
later the ocean floor map was made available on Google Earth as an
overlay.
Tharp never explained what the map meant - her opinion was that
the map should show what was there and others could argue about it.
A few thought they saw hidden revelations about the Earth. Although
by then the accepted geological theory was subduction on a constant
diameter Earth, some people looked at the map and saw clear
indications of Earth expansion. Larry Myers recalls that he saw a
mounted 8 foot copy of the Heezen and Tharp World Ocean Floor
map at the National Space Administration library in 1980. This map
showed him that the “curved outline of the deep ocean trenches
bordering Asia closely resembled the curvature of the western coast of
North America, running from Kamchatka in the north down to the
Mariana Islands”. Further study of the map revealed other matches:
“…the right angle formed by the Tonga-Vityaz Trenches near
Samoa … neatly fitted into the bight of South America at 20° South.
From Samoa, the trench turns southward and runs through New
Zealand, connecting with the curving Macquarie Ridge in the south
that had once wrapped around Cape Horn at 60° South.
To me, this configuration was empirical proof that Asia and
Australia once conjoined North and South America and Earth must
have been only slightly larger than Mars is today.”2

The panorama of the world’s ocean floors also reveals other realities.
Classic depictions of plate tectonics show new material forcing itself up
at the mid-ocean ridges, then moving gently across the ocean floor
1

2

See https://www.loc.gov/item/2010586277/
Myers (2015).
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Fig 4. The manuscript painting of the Heezen-Tharp “World Ocean Floor” map produced in 1978. This map was widely circulated as a wall map
and has also been reproduced in many text books and articles. Today it is also available as an overlay on Google Earth. The Library of Congress has a
copy in its Map Collections and a full size digital copy can be downloaded from the Library of Congress at https://www.loc.gov/item/2010586277/.
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until it is consumed again at a subduction zone. Yet looking at the
world map it is obvious that the mid-ocean ridges are at least three
times longer than any subduction zone – so how can subduction
possibly work? The mid-Atlantic ridge is also too long for a nonexpanding Earth – if the Earth had stayed the same size then the
mid-Atlantic ridge should be the same length as it was when the
continents first split apart, yet it is longer. All the mid-ocean ridges
surrounding Antarctica are an even bigger problem since there is no
subduction zone to swallow this newly-created material. Sediment
adds another problem. Just off the coast of Alaska is a sediment plume,
the Zodiac Fan, formed from the sediment of an ancient river system
about 20 million years ago, clearly visible on the panorama.
Unfortunately, plate tectonic theory insists that the plate wasn’t there
at that time. Only Earth expansion predicts that the plate would be
exactly where the ancient sediment plume indicated. Jan Koziar’s
recent book, Geological Proofs of Significant Expansion of the Earth and its
broader scientific context1, discusses most of these observations in detail.
Looking back on those early years in which Continental Drift had
gone from being an unacceptable idea to the cornerstone of science,
Tharp was able to recall in 1986 how,
“Continental Drift and Plate Tectonics are now accepted theories
rather than heresies. The connection between the central rift valley
and the movement of continents has become legitimate. And by the
early 1970s, in a complete reversal, the disbelievers were the ones
who were thought to have something wrong with them.”2
By the early 1990s people were starting to understand just what a
major revolution the maps had been. Tharp was interviewed by
Ronald Doel in South Nyack, New York, on September 14, 1994, as
part of an Oral History Transcript project. The transcript of the whole
interview is viewable on the internet although interestingly the
copyright notice insists that this transcript may not be quoted,
reproduced or redistributed without written permission. Fortunately,
we don’t need to quote her exact words to get an impression of her
memories. Tharp had difficulty in remembering some of the details
that had occurred about three decades previously but she clearly
recalled that everybody seemed very anti about the idea of expansion.
A lot of articles came out in many journals against it, for one reason or
another. It appeared to Tharp that it wasn’t a set of philosophical
reasons that motivated people but a set of genuinely physical problems
with the concept of expansion. It seemed to her that the objections
1
2
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were mainly to do with heat and gravity, and most people believed it
was just impossible for physical reasons. Because the Earth was
supposed to be cooling off it should be shrinking, and getting all
wrinkled as it shrunk, not getting bigger.
By the time of the interview in 1994 the concept of expansion had
been virtually written out of most geological text books so some of the
younger geologists must have wondered what this strange idea of
Earth expansion might be. Later in life Marie Tharp was presented
with awards from the Society of Woman Geographers, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution and Lamont–Doherty Earth Observatory.
But the most lasting memorial Marie Tharp left us is the World Ocean
Floor Panorama - she not only conceived the map but spent decades
ensuring it went out to schools and universities worldwide. One of her
final acts was to ensure the map was public domain so everyone can
study the ocean floor in detail.

An Essay Review of the Expanding Earth
By 1975 Carey was nearing the end of a long and successful career in
geology. He had set up the Geology department at the University of
Tasmania twenty-eight years previously and it was now a thriving
department. In addition to his official doctor of science from the
University of Sydney he had been awarded an honorary doctorate
from the University of Papua New Guinea, been made an Honorary
Life Fellow of the Geological Society of London, and had been a
President of the Australian and New Zealand Association for the
Advancement of Science. His 1956 Continental Drift Symposium at
Hobart was widely lauded as a turning point in our understanding of
the Earth and he had been awarded the Gondwanaland Gold Medal
and the Clarke Medal for his researches on global tectonics.
Most people in ordinary occupations see retirement as an
opportunity to spend more time on interests and hobbies. Carey had
other plans. He saw it as a perfect opportunity to improve his fellow
geologists’ understanding of the Earth in general and the theory of
Earth expansion in particular.
One of the first avenues Carey used to promote expansion was an
essay in the Earth Science Reviews published by Elsevier Scientific
Publishing Company. His article was The Expanding Earth – an Essay
Review that covered thirty-nine pages of carefully reasoned evidence
indicating that the Earth had expanded. His abstract introduced the
extent of his thoughts at that time:
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“The Wegener bombshell of gross continental separation promptly
triggered the concept of Earth expansion as an alternative to drift,
but books in German by Lindemann (1927), Bogolepow (1930),
Hilgenberg (1933), and Keindl (1940) got little attention in the
English literature. A second wave by Egyed (1956), Carey (1958),
Heezen (1959), Barnett (1962), Brosske (1962), Neyman (1962),
Creer (1965), Dearnley (1965), Jordan (1966), Sterner (1967), and
Meservey (1969) ran against the orthodox tide, which, in geology, is
lethal.
Discovery that pan-global oceanic rifts had palaeomagnetlc growth
zones, and confirmation by JOIDES that all ocean floors are postPalaeozoic, fit equally displacement or expansion models. The plate
model combines ocean floor growth with “axioms” that orogenesis
implies crustal shortening, that trenches are underthrusts, and that
Earth radius is constant. All three “axioms” are probably invalid.
The plate theory has fatal falsities. Africa and Antarctica are ringed
by expanding rifts and each should have post-Palaeozoic subduction
zones to swallow more than 3,000 km of crust. These do not exist.
This dilemma could be side-stepped by fixing one continent to its
mantle, but escape is impossible with two such continents. The
Permian equator now lies 37° north of the equator in North
America, 40° north in Europe, and 17° north in Siberia, which is
impossible on an Earth of constant radius without at least 6,000 km
of post-Palaeozoic subduction within the Arctic. On the plate model
the present Pacific must be smaller than the Permian Pacific by the
combined area of the Arctic, Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Yet the
continents round the periphery of the Pacific have all moved
further apart in the direction of the Pacific margin. Meservey has
shown the topological impossibility of progression from any
Pangaea configuration to the present distribution of the continents
except on an expanding Earth.
Phase-change from inherited metastable super-dense matter,
change of G with time, and secular growth of mass at the expense of
energy, have been offered as causes of expansion. These could be
adequate, but raise other anomalies. Some new fundamental
principles of physics may still remain to be discovered.”1

1

Carey 1975, p 105.
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Carey’s first expansion book - The Expanding Earth
Carey’s next major promotion was his book, The Expanding Earth1,
published in 1976 by Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company. Carey’s
book was number 10 in a series of books about Developments in
Geotectonics. It joined other books in the series with titles such as:
Global Tectonics and Earthquake Risk, Plate Tectonics, The Structure of the
Earth’s Crust and Recent Crustal Movements. This was a serious geological
publication with a highly detailed and comprehensive account of all
the evidence indicating Earth expansion, complete with a reference
list of over 820. The book was destined to encourage many people to
research the concept of Earth expansion over the coming decades.

A Royal Society of Tasmania lecture
On 2nd of May 1977 Carey gave a talk to the Royal Society of
Tasmania called A Philosophy of the Earth and Universe. He started with
a look into the past,
“My first address to this Society was thirty-two years ago in this hall,
on Tasmania’s place in the geological structure of the world. What I
said then was contrary to the beliefs of the overwhelming majority
of the geologists of the time. Today it is the commonly accepted
dogma throughout the world. But during the intervening decades I
have added to that concept of continental dispersion the still more
radical proposition of accelerating expansion of the Earth. So once
again I am the odd man out.
Like Kipling’s cat that walked by itself, the way of the loner is much
harsher than the smoothed path of those who walk in the mutual
admiration society of the orthodox. Bondi (1960 p.6) has pointed
out that whereas we should seek economy of hypotheses, there is
nevertheless a widespread tendency not to count assumptions
implicit in the currently accepted doctrines, and so to excise with
Occam’s razor a new alternative which involves no more
assumptions than the popular concept. Unfortunately, scientists
being human, much more severe demands and ill-founded
rebuttals, even slurs ad hominem, are approvingly thrown at the
unorthodox loner.
Disheartening as it has been to have one’s best work rejected by the
academies on such grounds, nevertheless, the painful process has in
the long run been beneficial, like the torturous forging and
1
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tempering of steel. For throughout the decades I have been forced
to dig deeper and deeper into fundamental assumptions and
“axioms”, first of geology, then of all science, to the ultimate source.
From this quest has slowly emerged a new philosophy of the
universe, which is the subject of my address tonight. Before delving
into this ultimate subject, first I should tell you briefly why I am
convinced that the Earth is expanding, when so many of my
colleagues think differently.
For it was my need to explain the dispersion of the continents which
led me to Earth expansion, and my need to explain Earth
expansion, and that ancient rocks did not demand substantially
greater gravity acceleration, which forced me to examine the
assumptions of cosmology, and thence, the origin of the universe.”1

With his introduction out of the way he reminded his listeners that
virtually all geologists,
“now agree that all the continents have separated … Most geologists
assume that the radius of the Earth is virtually constant… Up to a
quarter of a century ago, I too made these assumptions; until it
became increasingly clear that this explanation led to fatal
paradoxes when applied to the whole Earth, and that Earth
expansion at an accelerating rate was inescapable.”2
Carey then repeated some of the key arguments he had already
outlined in much greater detail within his recent paper and book on
expansion.
Although Carey was convinced that the evidence clearly showed that
the Earth had expanded he described how “critics demanded of me a
physical explanation of the cause of such gross expansion before they
could take it seriously, even though their own model lacked adequate
physical base.” Carey was of course referring to the well-known fact
that the mechanism of mantle convection was far from resolved. Was
ocean crust pushed into the Earth or was it pulled? It is a problem that
is still present today in Plate Tectonics. Carey’s own expansion model
had lead Carey to the most fundamental question of all - “the origin
and evolution of the universe itself ”. Carey’s own solution was the
Null Universe model. In his conclusion Carey summarised his
thoughts,
“Commencing with a universal void, the inseparable twins of
positive and negative charge, of north and south polarity, of
momentum vectors and cancelling momentum vectors, of rotation
1
2
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and counter rotation, of inertial mass-energy and gravitational
potential energy, gravitational attraction and cosmological
repulsion, have waxed wider with time, with increasing entropy and
mean temperature, but always reduce to zero in the ultimate
reckoning. For how else could the immensity of the universe come
into being?
When the Indians invented zero to make a continuous series of
numbers from minus infinity to plus infinity the concept was so
obvious that we marvel that it had not been thought of before. So
also the universal null emerges with obvious simplicity, as
inevitable.”1

Carey’s lecture was written up and published in the Papers and
Proceeding of the Royal Society of Tasmania in 1978. At the end of this
publication Carey was able to add a final fascinating postscript to his
original talk.
“Since delivering this address I have found that Edward P. Tryon
had published in Nature of December 14, 1973 a universal null
hypothesis under the title, ‘Is the universe a vacuum fluctuation?’
Tryon concluded that the universe did appear from nowhere about
1010 years ago, and to be consistent with the laws of physics the net
value of all conserved quantities must be zero. His universe is
homogeneous, isotropic, and closed, and consists equally of matter
and anti-matter. Tryon also pointed out that inertial mass and
gravitational potential energy are intrinsically equivalent and
mutually cancelling. He also quotes Bergmann’s argument that a
closed universe must have zero total energy, because it would be
topologically impossible for any gravitational flux lines to go outside
the limits of the universe, and hence the sum of the energy of the
whole universe must be zero.”

The Geological Society of London hosts a debate
about the Expanding Earth theory
On Wednesday 17 January 1979, the Geological Society of London
and the Association for Geophysics hosted a joint debate entitled, An
expanding Earth?
The meeting was a deliberation about the geological evidence for
Earth expansion, with four speakers. The speakers had been chosen
to present a balanced view of the evidence. Two speakers gave
evidence against the theory of Earth expansion while the other two
1
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gave evidence supporting expansion. The outline of the talks can be
surmised from the four talk titles. The first talk was by A.D. Stewart
entitled; Quantitative limits to palaeoradius. The second was by S. Warren
Carey; The expanding Earth. Keith Runcorn, who was convinced “a very
rapid rate of expansion … raises insuperable difficulties”1, gave the
third talk entitled; A geophysicist’s view of the expanding Earth hypothesis.
The final talk presented was by Hugh Owen2; Ocean-floor spreading
patterns do not support the constant dimension Earth.
Robert Muir Wood wrote an article discussing the expanding Earth
meeting, which appeared in the 8 February 1979 edition of New
Scientist. Anyone who had attended the meeting could easily have
wondered if this was really the same meeting. The New Scientist article
depicted the debate as a one-sided promotion of Earth expansion,
only mentioning Carey and Owen while ignoring Stewart and
Runcorn. Wood reported,
“With the idea that when things get sleepy you bring on the
magicians and clowns, the Geological Society recently convened to
discuss ‘The expanding Earth theory’, or EET. Proposing the notion
were a bombastic Tasmanian professor of geology (Warren Carey)
and a less flamboyant English geophysicist (Dr Hugh Owen)”.3
Wood seemed to be outraged anyone could even consider the Earth
might be expanding. He later complained that the meeting, “…was
held at the Geological Society and publicised with press releases as if
some important breakthrough was to be announced.”4 but he soon
“…realised that the character who had lost contact with the ground
was in fact the distinguished 19th century science of Geology.”5
Carey submitted a reply to New Scientist, rebutting the few objections
in the article, but the science journal ignored Carey.

Third edition of “Holmes’s book”
When the second edition of Arthur Holmes’s geological text book,
Principles of Physical Geology, was published in 1965 it had proved to be
just as popular as his first edition had been when that was published
in 1944. The 1965 edition of “Holmes” had sufficient sales to allow it
to be reprinted in 1966, 1969, 1970 and 1972.
Runcorn (1969), p 121.
See also the chapter by Hugh Owen.
3 Wood (1979).
4 Wood (1985), p 208
5 Wood (1985), p v.
1
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By the mid-1970s the publishers had decided some ideas presented
in the book were not acceptable, particularly the chapter about Earth
expansion. After Holmes’s death his wife Doris took on the task of
editing and updating the book, so in 1978 a third edition was
published. In Doris L. Holmes preface to the third edition she was able
to note that when,
“In 1944, when the first edition of this book was published, it
concluded with a chapter on Continental Drift. At that time this was
very daring. Apart from masters of drift, like A. L. du Toit, who had
proved its geological reality, even the few geologists who were
prepared to discuss Continental Drift in the evening were inclined
to dismiss it as too fantastic in the sober light of morning. Physicists,
moreover, found it unacceptable.
By the time the second edition was published in 1965, Continental
Drift was a confirmed reality. From remnant magnetism in rocks,
geophysicists had determined the positions of the poles for past
periods, and proved that the continents have moved both relative to
the poles and to one another since the Cretaceous. This then
formed the highlight of the second edition together with such
evidence as then existed—the migration of volcanic islands for
example—that the ocean floors are moving away from the midoceanic ridges.
During the following years geophysical discoveries continued to
gain impetus, and there were many exciting and even fantastic
revelations; movement of the ocean floors was firmly established
from palaeomagnetic evidence, and their varying rates of movement
determined. The culminating triumph was the evolution of the
hypothesis of Plate Tectonics, which indeed might now be described
as a theory, because it explains and correlates so many major
features of the Earth.”1

With her acknowledgement that the theory of Plate Tectonics was
now considered to be the “culminating triumph” of geology we might
well begin to wonder where this would leave the theory of Earth
expansion within this updated edition. Would she continue with her
husband’s “very daring” advocacy of Earth expansion?
In practice she presented the evidence for expansion in a less
demonstrative manner. The schematic illustration to indicate the
effects of expansion of the Earth’s interior, copied from Hilgenberg’s
original concept, was still there but the accompanying text had
changed. Whereas Arthur Holmes had said, “we must seriously
1
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consider the possibility that the Earth’s interior is expanding” when
he referred to this figure, Doris Holmes now said, “some geologists,
notably Carey (1958), think … that the sialic crust has been pulled
apart as a result of gradual expansion of the Earth’s crust” when
referring to the same figure. After introducing the possibility of
expansion this chapter then continued with discussions of how a
convection cell might also explain the evidence of new ocean basins
forming. Arthur Holmes’s original chapter on “The Expanding
Earth” had been deleted.
The general impression that Earth expansion was an old idea that
had now been supplanted by the better idea of Plate Tectonics is how
virtually every text book began describing the development of the
science.

The first Earth Expansion Symposium
In 1981, between 11 - 14 February, about 130 Earth scientists attended
a meeting at Sydney University to discuss Earth expansion. Carey had
organised the symposium with the help of the Earth Resources
Foundation of the University and financial help from Australian and
international mining and oil companies and the Australian Academy
of Science.
Anyone attending the meeting would have been impressed by the
participants Carey had persuaded to attend. Many were
internationally known as leaders in the geological field. The formal
opening speech was intended to be made by Sir Mark Oliphant, an
Australian physicist and humanitarian who played an important role
in the first experimental demonstration of nuclear fusion.
Unfortunately he was unable to attend the opening due to a flight
delay. Instead, his speech was read aloud so the participants could
hear how he thought “the impressive list of contributors to the
discussions makes it clear that there are believers outside the
Tasmanian Apple Isle”. Scanning the full list of attendees most people
would have to agree. Besides the internationally known names there
were professional geologists employed by companies, or academics in
a specific geological discipline. The papers from the meeting were
later published in the book, The Expanding Earth: A Symposium1.
This first meeting would prove to be the first of many held all over
the world discussing the mysteries of Earth expansion. Most were
never reported by the science press but this didn’t stop increasing
numbers of researchers reading about the radical new concepts.
1
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Fig 5. The cover and list of participants of
“The Expanding Earth: A Symposium” from
the book published to accompany the
symposium. This was the first expanding
Earth scientific meeting held to specifically
discuss Earth expansion. Over the coming
decades it would be followed by similar
scientific meetings in various countries across
the world including Russia, Italy, Poland,
Greece and Germany.
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Carey’s second book - Theories of the
Earth and Universe
By the mid-1980s Carey had written several scientific papers as well as
his first book about expansion in 1976 with seemingly minimal
engagement by the scientific establishment.
During a visit to science conferences in Italy it was suggested that a
book aimed at the average reader might make more of an impression
and the general outline of a new book began to form in his mind.
Carey decided that his “armchair philosophy of an aging scientist did
not warrant a formal bibliography” but noted that his previous book
had 820 references for anyone who needed them.
The new book, Theories of the Earth and Universe: History of Dogma in
the Earth Science1, partly a history of both Carey and of science in
general, started by tracing the evolution of beliefs about the Earth and
Universe. New insights in geology had time and again had to fight for
acceptance against entrenched scientific dogma. Once he had shown
that history illustrates that the current popular view is often wrong he
then started to discuss expansion. Carey highlighted the essential
weaknesses in the plate tectonic theory showing that notions inherited
from old discredited theories continued to infect much popular
conventional geology. He then went on to explain the well-developed
alternative theory of an expanding Earth. He didn’t hide away from
any of the attacks on the theory or its current disrepute in the Englishspeaking scientific community but explained at length its basis by
highlighting the geological evidence. He showed how expansion
explains many geological processes such as: mountain building, the
evolution of the ocean floor and continental movements.
In the final section, he showed how planetary expansion seemed to
be linked to the expansion of the universe. The logical consequence of
the creation of the universe from nothing is an endless timeless cosmos
that grows by adding mass and energy in equilibrium. This
cosmological final section explores the very basis of time and space
itself and is the null universe. It is a concept that is used for the
instantaneous creation of the universe in the big bang model but was
stretched over an immensity of time to explain continuous mass
creation in Carey’s model.
Carey included comprehensive details of the development of the
theory from his last book with further evidence presented by a
number of authors at the 1981 symposium held at the University of
Sydney. He explained how many people in different countries had
fitted all the continents together on globes nearly half the size of the
1
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current Earth. He detailed his visit to Klaus Vogel in 1979 when he
handled Vogel’s “globe in globe” reconstruction. Dr Kenneth Perry’s
computer reconstruction produced similar results but was made by
programming a computer to move the continents radially outwards
from their positions in Pangaea. This book is perhaps the easiest for a
layman to gain an understanding of Earth expansion.

Earth, Universe, Cosmos
Carey’s final book on the Expanding Earth, Earth, Universe, Cosmos1,
was published in 1996 by his old University of Tasmania to celebrate
the fiftieth anniversary of the Geology Department. Readers with long
memories will have recognised the graphic of the cover. It was the
same one that had been used for the papers from the 1981
symposium, The Expanding Earth. The new book was dedicated to his
students and updated the latest evidence indicating expansion. It was
revised with a second edition2 in 2000.
In 2002 Sam Carey died at a Hobart private hospital after several
months of poor health. A memorial gathering was held in the Earth
Science building at the University of Tasmania on Sunday 16 June
2002. About 80 of his former students and colleagues assembled to
listen to talks about his life and works. An unusually intense
earthquake was felt at 1.15 am on the same day as the memorial
gathering, the aftershocks being recorded on a large seismograph in
the front hall of the entrance to the Geology Department. Some of his
friends noted that “his spirit is still with us” and the Earth might well
be expanding.3

The hidden scientists uncovering the
mysteries of Earth expansion
By the beginning of the 21st century it might have been easy for Plate
Tectonic supporters to imagine that the Earth expansion idea had
finally been put to rest after its long struggle to be heard and
understood. The expanding Earth theory itself had been almost
completely purged from most modern textbooks and its supporters
were rarely mentioned even in history books.

1
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Two widely read geological history books are typical examples of this
obliteration: In The Rejection of Continental Drift Theory and Method in
American Earth Science1, written by the science historian Naomi Oreskes
in 1998, neither Carey nor King even make it into the main text of the
book. In 2002 the same historian and Homer Le Grand edited
another book, Plate Tectonics: An Insider’s History of The Modem Theory of
the Earth2, with chapters from some of the key individuals in the
development of Plate Tectonics. In his chapter, My Conversion to Plate
Tectonics3, Xavier Le Pichon described how he regretted “the oblivion
into which Warren Carey and Bruce Heezen have fallen”4, confirming
their almost total removal from science history. They had become part
of the hidden history of science.
One of the most surprising aspects of the adoption of Plate Tectonics
is how science as a whole failed to learn the lessons of history; in the
second half of the 20th century science seemed to rebel against the
very idea that the consensus view of science might be wrong. It was
almost as though everyone had forgotten what we learned in the first
half of the 20th century: some of what we currently believe may well
be wrong and we should constantly seek to check our beliefs to see if
there is a better description of the world. In the words of Carey,
“disbelieve if you can” the popular theories you have been taught.
Constantly check what you believe to see if there are better
explanations. Only by constantly checking theories in this way can
they be challenged. But in the second half of the 20th century science
became more focused on one geological theory than ever before.
Rather than adopting the role of scientists who used the concept of
“multiple working hypotheses” science became fixated on one theory
to the exclusion of all others. Plate Tectonics became the ruling theory
that all geologists must adhere to without any murmur of dissent.
The policies that would make it easier for such dogmatic adherence
to one theory were already being put in place by the 1960s. On 17
January 1961, President Dwight D. Eisenhower delivered his farewell
address to the nation. In the speech President Eisenhower famously
described the significant changes taking place in science. The
technological revolution had been largely responsible for many
sweeping changes during recent decades and research had become
central. But by the 1960s research was starting to become more
controlled by government departments.
Oreskes (1989).
Oreskes (2002).
3 Le Pichon (2002).
4 Oreskes (2002), p 222.
1

2
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“Today the solitary inventor, tinkering in his shop, has been
overshadowed by task forces of scientists, in laboratories and testing
fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the
fountainhead of free ideas and scientific discovery, has experienced
a revolution in the conduct of research, partly because of the huge
cost involved, a government contract becomes virtually a substitute
for intellectual curiosity. For every old blackboard there are now
hundreds of new electronic computers. The prospect of domination
of the nation’s scholars by federal employment, project allocations
and the power of money is ever present and is gravely to be
regarded.”1

For centuries various authorities had tried to eliminate freedom of
thought with religion and politics. Now the threat of revolutionary
thoughts could be constrained by reducing funding to unapproved
research. The additional linking of funding to the number of
publications in approved scientific publications effectively handed
control to the few chosen scientific elite who “peer reviewed” the
research.
The more radical thinkers had their articles rejected since it didn’t
conform to the consensus view that the scientific authorities
considered acceptable. Historically this claim of consensus has always
been the first refuge of the authorities in science. In practice consensus
is irrelevant to a true scientist. Only reproducible results are necessary.
The great scientists who rewrote our understanding of nature were
great precisely because they went against the unthinking consensus
view.
For students, expansionists became classic examples of what might
happen to any scientist who dared to challenge the consensus view.
Their work went largely unreported or even ridiculed by science
writers. Books were dismissed for not conforming to the popular
concepts. Ideas were ignored. They had seemingly been forgotten.
Yet the theory of Earth expansion was to be slowly revived.
Previously, expansionists had simply explored the concept in obscure
science journals and organised their own conferences. However, over
the next few years, with the powerful new technologies available in the
21st century, these old articles started to become visible to everyone at
the click of a button. It was no longer possible to argue that Carey was
a lone maverick because the evidence showed he wasn’t alone.
Expansionists may have been forced to publish their theories in
obscure journals but now the internet allowed these articles to become
easily visible to anyone who looked.
1

Eisenhower (1961).
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• Introduction • The Science Innovators: an historical context
Even some of the supporters of expansion were amazed at just how
many papers had been published by numerous scientists around the
world. Giancarlo Scalera undertook a comprehensive survey of all the
expansionist papers up to 2002 and was surprised to find so many
scientific papers hidden away in obscure publications:
“… it is really an unexpected result that the number of published
papers increased steadily in the years of the last century, with clear
inflections due to the 2nd World War and a stagnant plateau
precisely in the years of the birth of Plate Tectonics in the sixties and
seventies. After this period of time the expansionists’ papers were
accepted for publications in Journals or Acta of peripheral
importance, in proceedings of specific meetings, in monographies
or in collective books resulting from ‘call for papers’.
I am personally convinced that if a paper is of influential
importance for a scientific field, it will never be hidden or lost,
whatever the quality and authority of the publisher may be. It will
certainly arrive in the hands of people able to appreciate its novelty,
even if not printed on glossy paper. Thanks to courageous editors in
Australia, U.S.A., the United Kingdom, Greece, Italy, the
Netherlands, Russian Federation, Japan, India, etc., it has been
possible to hear the voices of the geoscience heretics. I do not
believe that the database here produced is complete, I only hope it
will become more and more complete in the course of the next few
years with the help of all the modern protagonists of the expansion
adventure.”1

Soon it seemed that a host of new people were asking the same
questions that had been asked half a century ago but this time the
answer was very different. The old dismissal that “nobody believes
that” was found to be obviously false with a quick search on the
internet. This time it was possible to find many science papers
discussing the concept. This time the question of Earth expansion
raised its head and demanded a proper answer. This time the evidence
that the Earth had been expanding refused to stay down. It slowly
raised itself off the floor, flexed its muscles once again, and began to
show it wasn’t finished just yet.
In the following chapters we are now ready to meet the hidden
scientists who have been uncovering the mysteries of Earth expansion.
Their stories are all similar yet remarkably different. Most tell of
rejection by the scientific authorities who regularly tried to prevent
publication of the evidence. But it has always been the same for
scientific revolutions and true scientists have always overcome these
1

Scalera (2003).
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obstacles. The concepts they have been exploring are so revolutionary
that the mind does seem “to grow giddy” with the implications, just as
John Playfair found when he tried to grasp the concept of an
immensely old Earth. These are the hidden scientists still trying to
prove that Earth expansion is true.
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